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Margaret M. Byrnes

In her address at the Resources and Technical Services Division's Silver Anniversary program in San Francisco last June, Pamela Darling depicted two possibilities for the future of library collections. In the first scenario, all books of lasting value are published on permanent durable paper, training opportunities and the supply of preservation and conservation specialists are sufficient to meet the need, binders and manufacturers are responsive to a growing market for products that extend the life of library materials, research and conservation facilities in major libraries and regional centers are up and operating, and technology is sufficiently advanced that the information contained in hundreds of thousands of deteriorated books can be economically duplicated and efficiently retrieved. The alternative world, thought likely to exist if preservation fails to become a national priority in the 1980s, is one much diminished by the loss of most of the publications of the past one hundred years.¹

The preservation literature of 1981 is impressive in its quantity, variety, and quality. It reflects the groundswell effect of years of effort by a small group of dedicated souls. More importantly, it attests to substantial recent accomplishments on a number of fronts. If the rate of progress evident in 1981 is sustained for the rest of the decade, it seems quite likely that Darling's first scenario will become reality for libraries of the twenty-first century.

GENERAL ARTICLES AND LITERATURE GUIDES

A major contribution to increased awareness of preservation problems and developments is made by Darling and Ogden in their historical overview of the subject. Organizational and research efforts and the ac-

---

¹ Margaret Byrnes is preservation officer, University of Michigan Library. Invitational paper received and accepted for publication March 1982.

Editor's note: In this year's annual reviews, different methods of organizing and documenting the content have been tried experimentally. In the paper by Byrnes the content is presented in an alphabetical arrangement by topic rather than in the customary pattern of sections and subsections. The citation practice adopted for the next four reviews is a modified version of that used in many scientific and technical journals. Reader reaction to these variations is welcomed.
tivities of individual libraries are surveyed for the period, 1956–80. Gwinn augments their effort with a detailed description of the crucial role played in conservation research by the Council on Library Resources over the years. Priorities in library conservation as expressed at the May 1980 colloquium on the subject at the University of Maryland and on earlier occasions are summarized by McCrady. Darling touches upon the problem of devising workable "strategies of scale" and points out several roadblocks to progress in her incisive article in Library Trends. Dean places the lack of attention paid to binding and conservation in American libraries in historical context; he argues that the role of preservation as an essential library service and integral part of collection development must be recognized and that substantial progress in the battle against book deterioration will be made only through a combination of local programs and cooperative efforts.

A useful general guide to the literature was produced by the Society of American Archivists as part of its Basic Archival Conservation Program. King's annotated bibliography covers both general and technical works, disaster planning, and relevant bibliographic databases. Among the topics covered by Banks in his extensive bibliography are conservation facilities, library/binder relations, restoration of rare bindings, care of books and manuscripts, and treatment of water-damaged materials.

Efforts to arouse the general public to the critical need for preservation activities are reflected by articles in publications as diverse as Historic Preservation, Science, Chemtech, and the New York Times.

ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES

The Association of Research Libraries/Office of Management Studies preservation project, an effort funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and directed by Darling, reached the end of its third phase by late 1981. A self-study procedural manual and resource packets of literature on such topics as environmental control, shelving and handling practices, commercial binding, repair and replacement procedures, and disaster preparedness were compiled. Pilot tests at the libraries of Dartmouth College, the University of Virginia, and the University of Washington were completed. Their reports on the project describe local conditions, identify major needs, outline comprehensive local preservation programs, and present recommendations for phased implementation of the plans described. After undergoing revision as a result of experience gained during the pilot phase, the preservation planning program is now available as an assisted self-study package.

Among the projects under discussion by the Research Libraries Group Preservation Committee are conversion to RLIN (Research Libraries Information Network) records of existing bibliographic data for members' master negative microfilms and a cooperative filming project for deteriorated U.S. imprints from the period 1876–1900.

The Preservation of Library Materials Section of ALA's Resources and Technical Services Division celebrated its second full year of existence with energy and purposefulness. Its committees are studying the
treatment of water-damaged coated papers, designs for nondestructive photocopy machines, the permanence of photocopied images, and use of acrylics as a substitute for pyroxylin coatings on cloth bindings. Publication plans include a series of pamphlets on the technical aspects of library binding, a glossary of binding and conservation terminology, a list of published standards for conservation materials, and a directory of resource people in the preservation field. At the 1981 meeting in San Francisco, the section cosponsored a program entitled “Toward a North American Program of Preservation Microfilming.”

**COLLECTION SURVEYS**

Reports from the University of California, Stanford, and Yale document the serious condition of major library collections. A test of book paper strength in two thousand monographs from the University of California libraries showed 28 percent to be weak or unusable. Stanford’s study corroborates these findings; 26 percent of its titles in the humanities and social sciences were found to be embrittled. Preliminary results from Yale’s survey of more than eighteen thousand volumes in the Sterling Library reveal that over 86 percent of the book paper had pH values lower than 5.4 and 45 percent was so brittle that it broke off at the corners after two double folds.

As part of its effort to identify the needs of libraries, archives, and historic buildings, the National Conservation Advisory Council began to collect information on past surveys and collection condition reports. As part of the Colorado Conservation Study, the Northeast Document Conservation Center was commissioned to conduct surveys of fifteen libraries and archives in that state and Lowell developed a self-study guide to assessing conservation needs.

**COMMERCIAL BINDING**

If library binding as a preservation measure continues to receive little attention in many institutions, it is not for lack of recent literature on the subject. Rebsamen presents a concise review of historical and modern binding methods and clear explanations of each type of commercial binding used for library materials. Factors to consider when selecting binding methods are outlined by Ames. Roberts discusses changing techniques and average costs. Binders boards, adhesives, and cover materials are reviewed by Rebsamen, Leitner, and Slepski. Techniques for evaluating library bindings are offered by Rebsamen and Vargas. Peacock reviews criteria for selecting periodicals for binding while Mevorach discusses special instructions and provides a list of questions to consider when deciding whether a book should be rebound. Praise for a system of temporary binding for little-used journals is heard from Gore and criticism of publishers library bindings from Hippchenhammer.

After many draft revisions, the fourth edition of the *Library Binding Institute Standard for Library Binding* appeared in late 1981. Oversewing and side-sewing are the only methods specified in the standard; sewing through the fold and double fan adhesive binding, methods that pre-
serve inner margins and allow books to be opened flat for photocopying, are described in the appendix.37

CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS

Results of a recent survey of workshop preferences indicated high interest in the following topics: establishing preservation programs, recent advances in conservation techniques, preservation materials and methods, disaster prevention and recovery, in-house mending, preventive measures, and conservation of rare books and photographs.38 During the year a number of meetings addressed these needs.

At the First Annual Preservation of Library Materials Conference, sponsored by Microform Review, Inc., speakers discussed preservation program goals, binding of semi-rare older materials, photograph collection storage and care, preservation-minded construction and renovation of library buildings, video and optical disc technology, and regional conservation programs.39 At the annual meeting of the American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works in Philadelphia, May 27–31, 1981, several papers were given on research in paper deacidification, dry cleaning, washing and bleaching. The special problems frequently presented by nitrate negatives, scrapbooks, architectural drawings, wall maps, and globes were also addressed.40 The twenty-seventh annual Allerton Park Institute of the University of Illinois featured a number of excellent presentations on cooperative preservation efforts, research in the paper industry, decision making in the conservation laboratory and local library, commercial services, and the library's responsibility to preserve its collections.41 Disaster preparedness was the topic of the Albany Phoenix conference sponsored by the New York State Library. At Harvard's International Preservation Microfilming Conference, "yellow snow" was the vogue term used to describe the deteriorated state of many library collections. The lack of clear program priorities, interinstitutional cooperation, and strong financial commitment on the local level were pinpointed as major roadblocks to progress in dealing with preservation problems.42 As part of its Basic Archival Conservation Program, the Society of American Archivists continued its series of regional workshops. Two-day sessions consisting of lectures, demonstrations, and hands-on experience with basic techniques were held in Columbia, South Carolina, Pittsburgh, Berkeley, St. Louis, and Washington, D.C. Other local and continuing education programs are too numerous to mention, heartening evidence of intensified interest in preservation problems and techniques and valiant efforts on the part of many to meet that need.

CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES

Despite a great need among conservators to pool their hard-earned expertise, many descriptions of specialized techniques or new procedures have existed only in locally produced unpublished manuals. A review of the literature of 1981, however, indicates a substantial improvement in the situation. Sample policy statements and procedural guidelines for preservation decision making and shelving, handling, treating,
and reproducing library materials have been assembled from a number of institutions in the Association of Research Libraries SPEC Kit no.70.43 Greenfield added to the Yale University Library Preservation Series pamphlets on paper treatment, pamphlet binding, and establishing a small bindery.44 Waters discusses pros and cons of a number of techniques.45 Years of experience in fine hand-binding are distilled in Young's new manual.46 Kohler contributed articles on the preparation of wheat and rice starch paste.47 Tips on conservation record keeping appeared in History News,48 and a new publication on matting and hinging works of art on paper was issued by the Library of Congress.49 On the international level, McLeary describes the work of the National Center for the Restoration of Books and Documents in Madrid.50

Conservation research was represented in the literature by McCrady's summary of work on leather preservation,51 Sclawy's instructions for preparing slurry for leather-acidity tests,52 and a report by Tang and Troyer on the use of flameless atomic absorption spectroscopy for analyzing the metal content of leather and paper.53

Lest anyone think that conservation specialists write only for each other, Baynes-Cope addresses himself to owners of small private collections in his book on caring for books and documents.54 Ashman's manual on bookbinding is directed to beginners.55 Carey's description of the conservation of court records from the Massachusetts Bay Colony would interest even the most uninitiated reader.56 Lastly, a report by the National Conservation Advisory Council on treatment facilities in the United States was published "for those individuals who are unfamiliar with the conservation field and who may have trouble identifying the kinds of services that are available."57

DEACIDIFICATION

Research on methods for mass deacidification of library materials has produced promising results of late. The Library of Congress resolved safety problems associated with the transport of diethyl zinc and is planning a test run of five thousand volumes at the Goddard Space Flight Center in April 1982. Larger tests are scheduled for 1983-84. A thorough technical and safety analysis of the process is in preparation. The library hopes to make diethyl zinc deacidification a routine step in the processing of new acquisitions beginning in 1985.58

At the Public Archives in Ottawa, the Wei T'o deacidification system designed by Richard Smith is now in operation. One hundred fifty books per day are being treated.59 According to Jan Pidek, chief of records conservation at the Public Archives, the pilot project has been a success. Plans are under way to increase capacity by acquiring a larger dryer and funds are being sought to develop compatible processes that will strengthen weak paper, reduce the rate of oxidation, and provide protection from insect attack.

The use of cyclohexylamine carbonate in vapor phase deacidification (VPD), a third process, is defended by Kavin. Despite several disadvantages, Kavin considers VPD a practical alternative for some materials.60 Tests using magnesium bicarbonate and diethyl zinc are reported by
Wilson et al. and Kelly and Williams. Tang discusses the effects of adding alkaline earth compounds to distilled or de-ionized water and the use of a chemical feeder to wash and deacidify documents in one operation.

**DISASTERS**

Although disasters continued to beset libraries in 1981 (among those affected were Berkeley, Stanford, New York University, and Michigan), progress continued in the effort to avoid or minimize damage through preventive planning and training in recovery techniques. The Bibliographic Center for Research in Denver received funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities to conduct workshops and coordinate recovery efforts in its member states. Museum, archive, and library associations in Utah cooperated in sponsoring a disaster program. Continued efforts by the Society of American Archivists and the Northeast Document Conservation Center, among others, also helped increase institutional awareness of the need to be prepared.

Sample disaster plans and policy statements from a number of libraries are included in the Association of Research Libraries SPEC Kit no. 69, *Preparing for Emergencies and Disasters*. Several other local planning documents have been completed in recent months as a result of widespread recognition of the need to be ready to respond quickly and in an organized manner when disaster strikes. Statewide planning is also becoming more evident: the Michigan Archival Association issued its *Program for Disaster Response in Michigan* and Wyoming's disaster recovery plan appeared in the June 1981 *Colorado Libraries*, a special issue devoted to disaster preparedness.

The proceedings of Stanford's 1980 conference, "Disasters: Prevention and Coping," contain advice by the experts on prevention, planning, and recovery. Included are several detailed reports on Stanford's experience with vacuum drying on a mass scale. Sally Buchanan, Stanford's conservation officer, uses that experience and that of a number of other disaster-stricken institutions as a basis for the sound advice on disaster preparedness and salvage techniques offered in her article in the Fall 1981 *Library Trends*. Fortson-Jones presents the advantages and disadvantages for libraries of various fire-extinguishing systems, and Harp recommends use of intumescent paint on interior walls as a means of impeding the spread of flames and reducing damage to library and museum holdings.

A grant from the Andrew Mellon Foundation has enabled Richard Smith to study the effectiveness of using a modified commercial freezer for insect extermination and drying of water-damaged books at the Newberry Library. Smith's report on the project is expected soon.

**EDUCATION**

Formal training for library conservators and preservation specialists has long been recognized as a critical need. A major event of the year, therefore, was the announcement that beginning September 1981 degree programs for conservators and preservation administrators would
be offered by Columbia University's School of Library Service. Paul Banks, director of the programs and a tireless proponent of education in library preservation, provides background on the development of the Columbia program in the Fall 1981 issue of Library Trends.

Elsewhere, other efforts to augment the small army of preservation/conservation specialists continued. The Library of Congress, Johns Hopkins, Yale, and the Humanities Research Center at the University of Texas were among the institutions willing to share their expertise by means of internships and trainee programs.

The American Library Association's Preservation of Library Materials Section issued an expanded version of its Preservation Education Directory. Courses in library schools and other institutions, workshops, conservation training programs, and opportunities for education abroad are now included. Practical courses in hand bookbinding are listed in a revised pamphlet by the Guild of Book Workers. Miller reports on results of a survey of training programs offered by craft binders in the United States, Canada, and Europe. McCrady summarizes conclusions reached at the January 1981 Pilot Apprenticeship Workshop in New Haven. Views of the experts on prospects for conservation training in library schools in the years 1981-2001 are analyzed in a thesis by McKeon, and conservation courses at the University of Maryland and the University of Western Ontario are described by McCrank and Prodrick. In a second article, McCrank elaborates upon the course offerings at the University of Maryland and calls for library school programs that provide conservators with an understanding of the integral relationship of their work to collection development issues and priorities at the institutional level.

**ENVIRONMENT**

The destructive effects of air pollution, light, and high levels of temperature and humidity on library collections have been extensively discussed in the literature. King cites standards for each and compares the estimated cost of environmental control with the cost of replacement or restoration of deteriorated volumes. His figures present a striking argument for the long-term savings to be gained from maintenance of proper storage conditions.

Advice on reducing light hazards and a handy list of sources for materials to filter, reduce, and measure illumination levels are offered in the February 1981 issue of History News while exemplary existing storage facilities for motion-picture film, microforms, color slides, and photographic prints are described in the Spring 1981 issue of Technology & Conservation.

Pest control is the subject of an excellent status report by the Association of Systematics Collections. Included are descriptions of various pesticides, federal regulations governing pesticide use, recommended policies, procedures, and equipment, an illustrated guide to common insect pests, and an annotated bibliography. Yale's successful experiments with freezing infested materials and simple methods for eliminating cockroaches, silverfish, and book lice are described by Walker.
Publication by the Canadian Conservation Institute of requirements for temperature, humidity, air cleaning, lighting, and recording of conditions is welcome evidence of recognition in that country of the importance of environmental control. The situation in tropical areas, however, is not as fortunate. Measures designed to cope with the special problems of temperature, humidity, and insects in the tropics are successful only to a limited degree because of the substantial costs of air conditioning and restoration programs. Some hope for international cooperation in research and funding to improve environmental conditions in tropical libraries is seen by Bansa in the recent formation of the International Federation of Library Associations’ Conservation Section.

Two other positive developments deserve brief mention: the appointment of American National Standards Institute Z39 Subcommittee R, Environmental Conditions for Storage of Paper Based Library Holdings, chaired by Banks, and the announcement by the New York Public Library that city funding had been provided to install an air-conditioning and humidity-control system in its main building.

**EXHIBITS**

Good practices for exhibiting library and museum materials have received emphasis during the past year. Baker’s leaflet discusses planning, design, installation, and maintenance. Witteborg includes lighting and security precautions as well as guidelines for handling exhibit objects. Advice on display techniques and environmental hazards and a list of useful references are provided by DeCandido.

Two major exhibits on the preservation of library materials were mounted during 1981. At the Widener Library, displays informed scores of visitors about library binding and microfilming, the enemies of books, repair, restoration, and protective measures, and the functions of Harvard’s Preservation Department. Yale’s exhibit at the Sterling Library illustrated the causes of book deterioration, environmental monitoring instruments, binding materials and equipment, paper treatment, and rare-book restoration. Intense interest in the displays at both libraries demonstrated the effectiveness of exhibits as a preservation education technique.

**GRANTS**

Despite rumors of cutbacks on almost every front, several substantial grants in support of preservation efforts were awarded during 1981. With funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Cincinnati Historical Society was able to complete a number of projects and equip a conservation facility, the New York Botanical Garden conducted regional hands-on workshops, the Northeast Document Conservation Center began offering photographic conservation services and an internship in paper conservation, the Denver Public Library worked on preservation of the Fisher collection of architectural drawings, the Society of American Archivists began offering conservation consultation services, and the University of Cincinnati equipped and staffed its new conservation laboratory, held a number of local workshops and exhibits, and initiated a trainee program.
The Andrew Mellon Foundation enabled the Eisenhower Library at Johns Hopkins University to hire a paper conservator and offer conservation internships, workshops, and consultancies. Matching grants to the Newberry and Pierpont Morgan libraries will help endow conservation departments. The New York Public Library's large collection of microform master negatives will be examined and placed under bibliographic control as a result of another major Mellon Foundation award.

Southern Illinois University received Library Services and Construction Act funds to develop the Illinois Cooperative Conservation Program. Reference services, publications, workshops, training materials, fumigation facilities, and assistance with disaster planning will be provided through existing networks to more than twelve hundred libraries in Illinois. A Title II-C grant to the University of Wisconsin helped improve microfilming facilities and staff a conservation workshop. Projects made possible with Title II-C funding at the Columbia University Libraries are described in an attractive pamphlet, *The Libraries: Research Materials Preservation and Access.*

**NATIONAL, REGIONAL, AND LOCAL PROGRAMS**

Hopes for the national preservation program brightened in 1981 when Peter Sparks, chief of the Preservation Office at the Library of Congress, donned the additional title of National Preservation Program officer. Planning is under way for a broad program that will include renewed publication and education efforts among its activities. The long-awaited publication of the proceedings of the 1976 National Preservation Program Planning Conference was a second major event for the year. At that meeting participants identified the critical need for continued research, increased training opportunities, bibliographic control of microforms, and broad consensus concerning program objectives and methodology. A summary of the priorities discussed at the conference is provided by McCrady. Shaffer outlines the developments leading up to the planning conference and the ongoing activities of the Library of Congress Preservation Office.

On another front, the National Conservation Advisory Council approved in draft a proposal for the establishment of a national institute for the preservation of cultural property in the United States. The final version of the proposal is expected to appear in the spring of 1982.

The Western Materials Conservation Project, now concluded, served as a catalyst for substantial conservation planning activity on the state level. Since its inception at the Snowbird, Utah, meeting in June 1980, the Western Conservation Congress has moved forward with a number of projects. A draft catalog of preservation-related publications held by several major western libraries was completed. Plans are being made to expand the catalog and offer interlibrary loan services for the items cited in it. Work is under way toward establishing a conservation supplies service and a resource directory of conservation training programs, aids, and services.

A preliminary survey of conservation activities in six states was completed as part of the Midwest Regional Study for Materials Conserva-
tion. Three colloquia on program needs of institutions in the area are planned for 1982.99

Services of the Northeast Document Conservation Center have expanded steadily since it was founded in 1973.100 Its progress and that of the newly funded Illinois Cooperative Conservation Program are worthy of study as planning begins for other much needed regional facilities.

On the local level, the Library of Congress Preservation Office has undergone reorganization. Expansion of microfilming and binding programs, establishment of mobile binding and repair units, a new phase conservation section, and planning for pilot tests involving diethyl zinc deacidification and optical disc technology highlighted the year's activities.101 Among the other library programs described in the literature of 1981 are those at the New York Public Library, Harvard, Stanford, Columbia, the Newberry Library, Southern Illinois University, the Humanities Research Center at the University of Texas, and Thomas Jefferson University.102-10

Preservation activities in foreign countries were the subject of three articles in the September issue of Libri: Kartashov describes research and practice in the USSR,111 Sylvestre sketches a national program for Canada,112 and Barker outlines immediate, medium-, and long-range measures at the British Library.113

**NONBOOK MATERIALS**

Lack of bibliographic control over individual titles in large microform sets has plagued library staff and users for decades. After years of discussion, hopeful signs that the problem could be resolved began to surface during 1981. The Association of Research Libraries Microform Project was awarded two new grants by the Andrew Mellon Foundation and the Council of Library Resources. Under the direction of Jeffrey Heynen, project coordinator, substantial progress has been made toward cooperative cataloging of retrospective collections, agreement by micropublishers to make cataloging data for currently produced microforms available to the major bibliographic utilities, and the development of a database of ongoing and completed microform cataloging projects.114 As current levels of preservation microfilming activity begin to increase, the information produced by this project will be of great value in preventing duplicated effort.

As a result of concern expressed by the National Archives and Records Service (NARS) over the cost and permanence of microfilm as a medium for preserving documents of lasting value, several studies have been initiated: a periodic sampling of NARS microfilm holdings, an evaluation of their filming policies and procedures, an examination of the durability of polyester as a microfilm base, a study of transparent electrophotography as an archival storage technique, and an investigation of alternative forms of copying. As part of the project, the National Bureau of Standards is studying the deterioration of magnetic tape and microfilm and developing test methods for estimating their useful life spans and evaluating optimum storage conditions. The bureau is also designing a statistical survey procedure for the evaluation of paper documents held by the National Archives.115 Papers outlining microfilm in-
spection procedures and a sampling plan were completed in late 1981.\textsuperscript{116-17}

Periodic inspection is one of the recommendations given by Ellison et al. in their discussion of microform conservation. Also mentioned are monitoring of environmental conditions and techniques for storage and handling.\textsuperscript{118}

Interest in the preservation of other photographic materials also produced a number of articles. Orth and Sippelle\textsuperscript{119} and Robert Deane\textsuperscript{120} prepared useful bibliographies on the subject. Copying and storage of negatives are discussed by Collings,\textsuperscript{121} Porter,\textsuperscript{122} and Conrad.\textsuperscript{123} Included in Conrad's paper are techniques for duplicating negatives that were originally produced on nitrate film. McCrady reports on a crash program to convert these volatile materials at the National Archives.\textsuperscript{124} In Hayne's article for the 1981 conference of the American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works\textsuperscript{125} and in the January issue of \textit{History News},\textsuperscript{126} storage methods for nitrate films are described.

Swan covers conservation of photographic print collections and daguerrotypes;\textsuperscript{127} Gerber et al. discuss storage and care of working map collections;\textsuperscript{128} Asher recounts efforts to preserve the Howard Yards and Dock Company's collection of architectural drawings.\textsuperscript{129}

\textbf{PAPER}

Another event of note in 1981 was completion of the "Interim Report on Book Paper" by the Council on Library Resources Committee on Production Guidelines for Book Longevity. In their report, committee members urge greater awareness by publishers and librarians of the need for permanent paper in publications likely to be of lasting value. Use of a statement or symbol printed below the copyright line in all books published on acid-free paper is suggested. Appended to the report are guidelines for paper to be used in books of permanent interest.\textsuperscript{130}

The work of the CLR committee and problems associated with the cost and supply of alkaline papers are discussed in Cole's report on the February 1981 paper conference held at the Library of Congress.\textsuperscript{131} Noting that a number of European papemakers have already shifted to alkaline production and that the supply in the United States is gradually increasing, the Library of Congress, in a joint statement with the Book Longevity Committee, urged publishers to "save American libraries and hence taxpayers millions of dollars by the year 2000 at negligible or no long-range cost to themselves" by changing to acid-free papers.\textsuperscript{132}

Despite reports of potential savings, a survey conducted by \textit{Publishers Weekly} suggests that broad commitment to the use of alkaline paper by book publishers does not yet exist.\textsuperscript{133} Rebsamen explains why and suggests separate reprintings of important titles on acid-free paper as a possible solution to the dilemma.\textsuperscript{134} The fact that several American manufacturers have begun to shift to alkaline paper production and the recent appointment of American National Standards Institute Z39 Subcommittee S, Permanent Paper for Printed Library Materials, are hopeful signs that in time the publication of works of permanent value on self-destructing paper will become a practice of the past.\textsuperscript{135}
CONCLUSION

In 1976, participants at the National Preservation Program Planning Conference identified research, educational, and cooperative efforts as critical needs if the problem of deterioration of library materials is to be resolved. Just five years later, a concentrated effort to address those needs is beginning to bear fruit. The progress made during 1981 toward developing opportunities for formal training, planning cooperative programs for conservation activities and the production and bibliographic control of microforms, increasing general awareness of the need for alkaline book paper, and sharing expertise in such areas as conservation techniques, disaster preparedness, and preservation program development augurs well for the 1980s as the decade in which an enormous problem was brought to heel.
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Collection Development in 1981

Rose Mary Magrill

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT in 1981 departed in no radical way from the trends reported in 1980 (Magrill, p.244). The state of the economy in most areas encouraged careful and cautious planning—the rethinking of collection goals and the development of cost-effective procedures. Continuing education of collection development personnel—provided through conferences, workshops, institutes, and published materials—assumed even greater importance as a result of the continued trend toward long-range planning, policy formulation, and quantitative approaches to analysis and evaluation.

The review that follows will cover federal government activities, publishing, planning and budgeting, studying use and controlling growth, and acquisitions methods. Each topic will be discussed in terms of key issues, major events, and representative publications.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES

Federal funding for library programs continued its downward trend. The true status of that funding remained uncertain during most of 1981. The only predictable factor in the situation was that education spending as a whole would probably be cut. Before its adjournment on December 16, Congress passed a temporary continuing resolution providing funding for most federal programs through March 31, 1982 (Continuing Resolution, p.1). Authorization for the various parts of the Higher Education Act (HEA) cut 4 percent from the level of fiscal year 1981 appropriations. HEA Title II-A (College Library Resources) was cut from just under $3 million to $1.9 million; Title II-B (Training and Demonstration) was decreased from $917,000 to $880,000; and Title II-C (Strengthening Research Library Resources) was $240,000 less than the FY 1981 appropriation of $6 million. Further cuts in authorizations for library programs are expected in the FY 1983 budget proposals, and predictions were made that “rescissions of FY 1982 funding will be requested at the same time” (Continuing Resolution, p.2).

Rose Mary Magrill is professor, School of Library and Information Sciences, North Texas State University. Invitational paper received and accepted March 1981.

Editor's note: A section mark [$] identifies the surnames under which some of the sources are listed in the “References.” Acronyms, surnames, or initial words of a title in parentheses throughout the text identify other sources and provide specific page references as required.
Grants made under the part of the Higher Education Act devoted to strengthening research library resources continued to be of importance to those institutions fortunate enough to receive such funds. Due in part to complaints in previous years about the small number of libraries receiving awards, the fourth round of grants under HEA Title II-C included more libraries than ever before (Henderson [a], p.328). Forty-one institutions in twenty-five states are involved in the thirty projects funded in 1981.

The Thor Power Tool ruling of the Internal Revenue Service—which stirred so much reaction from librarians in 1980 because of its possible detrimental effects on publishers’ abilities to maintain backlists—was the subject of Senate subcommittee hearings during 1981. The Treasury Department opposed both versions of relief bills providing for some degree of write-down on long-term inventory, pointing out that “a number of publishing companies have been in compliance with the inventory methods upheld in Thor for years” (Fields, p.25). The IRS did offer some response to its opponents by amending the rules on inventory accounting to lessen the impact of inflation and offering to consider possible exemptions for hardship cases.

Prospects looked brighter in 1981 for another area of concern to librarians. Tax relief may be available again for artists, writers, and musicians who want to donate their own works to libraries. A bipartisan bill was introduced in the Senate to restore the full fair-market-value tax deduction for gifts of original works to charitable institutions by authors and artists (Henderson [b], p.405). Results of a survey conducted by Norman Tanis were offered as evidence that the loss of that tax deduction, which was removed by the 1969 Tax Reform Act, had acted to limit the access of researchers to manuscript collections.

Copyright developments in 1981 included the release of “Guidelines for Off-Air Recording of Broadcast Programming for Educational Purposes,” prepared by representatives of twenty-five organizations concerned about off-air taping (including the American Library Association). These guidelines attempt to apply “the ‘fair use’ provision of the copyright law to the recording, retention, and use of television programs in classrooms” (Cooke, p.663). The Association of American Publishers also issued in 1981 a set of guidelines for interpreting the Copyright Act of 1976—a statement called “Draft College and University Policy Statement concerning Photocopying by Faculty and Staff” (Copyright Controversy, p.286). Members of the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) took exception to that document, and the ACRL Board of Directors and the ALA Copyright Committee promised to provide a draft policy statement of their own on photocopying in early 1982 (Copyright Update, p.24).

**PUBLISHING**

The country’s economic conditions provided no relief in 1981 for publishers, who continued to be hampered by high interest rates and inflation, as well as decreases in federal spending for education. A series of articles in *Publishers Weekly* explores the relationships between the
typical conglomerate's exclusively financial approach to publishing, the concentration of conglomerate-provided capital on books likely to sell widely in bookstore chains, and the types of new titles that fill publishers' lists (Fischel [a–c]). The prediction that "trade publishers will be showing booksellers a great deal more respect in the years ahead than they have felt necessary to show them in recent years" added to the uneasiness that some librarians already felt about publishing trends (Shatzkin, p.5). Another critic of the economic concentration in the book industry argues that "publishers are better off hungry" (Dolmatch [b], p.27). He further suggests that the book-buying public would be better served if conglomerates reduced the capital made available to their publishing companies, budgeted for break-even titles not best-sellers, cut the current list, honored the backlist, and required that books be properly edited (Dolmatch [a], p.32).

The economy was not the only aspect of our society putting pressure on publishers in 1981. The predominant mood in the country is becoming more conservative and this is reflected in strongly held views about the kinds of materials being published. Educational publishers, in particular, are feeling the pressure of organized protests against the contents of their books (Dahlin, p.28). A Publishers Weekly survey of booksellers and regional bookseller associations identified "the increasingly visible presence of the Moral Majority and similar conservative organizations" in communities nationwide (Dong, p.53). During 1981, several state legislatures discussed or enacted laws to restrict the access of minors to various types of materials. These actions reemphasized the importance of the findings of a national survey released in 1981 by the Association of American Publishers, the American Library Association, and the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (Mutter). Three-fourths of the approximately nineteen hundred respondents reporting any recent change in the rate of challenges to books or other instructional materials reported an increase in attempts to restrict access. Challenges on the state level were often well organized. School districts were advised to develop a written materials selection policy and clearly defined methods for handling complaints.

Predictions made in 1981 about the future directions of scholarly publishing emphasized the likelihood of shorter press runs and more reliance on electronic transmission of the text. "Short production runs are, in a sense, a return to basic bookmaking. Publishers are apparently comfortable with the concept that it is less expensive to accept additional setup charges than to tie up their money in a warehouse full of books that may or may not be selling" (Frank, J. P., p.22). More drastic predictions are that, within ten years, "hard copy research publishing will disappear and access to research reports will be through online technology to computer-stored materials" (Swift Change, p.2). In the publishing of reference works, the nature of publishing itself is likely to change as database publishing becomes more widespread (Getting into Database, p.45). Electronic distribution from the publisher's database may lead to more customization of the printed format or it may bypass that format altogether—particularly for information that is not read at great length.
PLANNING AND BUDGETING

Collection development continues to focus on careful planning and realistic budgeting. Several analyses of procedures and policies used in building library collections appeared in the 1981 literature, along with

and needs to be updated frequently. “Novels and nonfiction demanding a beginning—middle—end mindset will probably not switch formats . . .” (Parkhurst, p.29-30).

The final 1980 statistics for American publishing appeared in September 1981 and indicated a decline of almost 6 percent in the number of titles published (Grannis [a], p.33). The only categories showing increases were general works (000-099); history (900-909; 930-999); medicine (610-619); and philosophy and psychology (100-199)—and the increases in the last three categories were slight. The average price per hardcover volume, eliminating those priced at $81 or more, was $22.48 in 1980, representing a one-year increase of about 14.5 percent. The 1981 preliminary statistics on American publishing output were not available at the time this article went to press, but the British had already reported a 1981 decrease in publications—10 percent for new books and 13 percent for new editions—over their 1980 publishing totals, which were the highest on record (Britain Records, p.16). Average prices for British books in the first eight months of 1981 were running 8 percent ahead of 1980 prices, although reference books were up by almost 30 percent and adult nonfiction was priced approximately 20 percent more per volume (Average, p.531). British price trends are particularly important to libraries in the United States, since the latest Unesco figures indicate the U.S. spends more than twice as much for imports from the United Kingdom as it does for materials from its second-ranking source, Canada (Grannis [b], p.123). In recognition of our need to follow British trends more carefully, the RTSD Newsletter has started a regular feature on “British Book Prices” (Leonhardt [b], p.40-41).

While rising book prices are a source of great concern to librarians, publishers indicate that there is little they can do about them. The general state of the economy and the potential market for various types of materials determine prices. Per-volume sales of specialized works appear to be declining. Curtis Benjamin, former president of McGraw-Hill, reports: “Although no historical records are available, spot checks indicate that book-life sales of advanced treatises and scholarly monographs decreased by at least 50 percent in the period 1947-1979, or from about 5,000 copies to no more than 2,500 copies of the average title published” (Benjamin, p.45). Benjamin goes on to argue that part of the reason for recent increases in book prices can be found in the unrealistically low book prices that prevailed in this country in the decade immediately after World War II. In his view, “it appears that realistic price increases in very recent years have, at last, made up for the unwise lapses in the postwar years” (Benjamin, p.41). From the librarian’s view, Frank contrasts ten-year rises in the Consumer Price Index, book prices, periodical subscriptions, and serial services, and discusses implications of the differences (Frank, D.G.).
examples of specific policy statements. Libraries of all sizes and types were represented. School librarians have a new collection of policies and procedures statements available to them (Taylor), as well as a discussion of how a small school district formulated and adopted its policies concerning the media center (Adams). Smaller academic libraries were the focus of a publication on collection development policies issued by the College Libraries Section of ACRL (ACRL). In addition, papers from a 1980 conference held at Washington and Lee University were distributed in 1981 and provided liberal arts college librarians with thoughtful discussion of their collection development challenges—specifically, “financial stringency, variable enrollments, and inflation on the one hand versus professional research, more sophisticated research and teaching programs for undergraduates, and the tantalizing promises of commercial information services on the other . . .” (Danford, p.5.). Cline§ and Sinnott took a social scientist’s view of what was happening at seven academic libraries—two colleges and five universities. They described and analyzed general policies, fund allocation, expenditures, and selection procedures for individual items.

University research librarians are still calling for a rethinking of “the basic assumptions about building research collections that we inherited from the library leaders of the late 19th and early 20th centuries” (DeGennaro, p.10). Stanford and Cornell universities have been studying their collection development activities for several years and both issued reports in 1981. The concluding report on the Cornell University Libraries’ Project for Collection Development and Management appeared in early 1981 (Miller). Stanford University Libraries published an updated version of the collection development policy statement that proved so influential when it first appeared in 1970 (SUL). American librarians are not the only ones concerned with future development of academic library collections, as a summary report from the USSR Academy of Sciences indicates (Varfolomeeva).

Final responsibility for selection decisions is one aspect of academic library collection development that still holds wide interest. Dickinson’s argument for giving faculty most of the responsibility for selection in an academic library generated predictable reactions from American librarians (Six Responses). Holbrook§ describes how subject specialists acting as academic unit librarians function in the collection development process at Bath University, while Osiobe§ analyzes faculty and librarian participation in the selection process at the University of Port Harcourt Library in Nigeria.

Public librarians are still debating the question of the extent to which the volume of demand for specific titles should influence collection development policy. In a description of how book selection works at Baltimore County Public Library, Rawlinson warns librarians not to underestimate the tastes of the reading public: “Being responsive to demand means providing the classics and perennial favorites as well as that which is currently popular” (Rawlinson, p.2188). Hermente§ provides additional evidence that classics will circulate in public libraries when provided in attractive editions. The Tucson Public Library, in the
process of developing a new statement of collection development aims, appears to be following the approach used at Baltimore County Public Library—that of a “client-oriented system which anticipates client needs and responds to high demand requests” (Tucson Develops, p. 3). Such a policy generally means buying more copies of fewer titles and, in some libraries, has led to maintaining the materials budget at a fairly high percentage of the total library budget—20 percent, for example, in Baltimore County (Rawlinson, p. 2190).

Part of the problem that arises in planning and budgeting for collection development is due to increased public acceptance of a variety of formats for informational and recreational materials. Videotapes, for example, are now in more demand at public libraries as the number of home video recorders increases. “Public libraries, newly awakened to the need to respond to what their patrons actually want, are faced with demand for a huge and expensive new medium ...” (Videotapes, p. 1). Online databases present somewhat similar considerations for the academic librarian. Neely discusses “some of the major effects of online sources on the acquisition of reference materials, including cost-effects of substituting online equivalents for printed reference works” (Neely, p. 45). Lancaster and Goldhor report on a survey of academic and special librarians, in which they detected significant levels of cancellation of subscriptions to printed abstracting and indexing services, but little direct relationship between those cancellation decisions and the availability of online services.

The planning of special collections in general and government document collections in particular received attention in 1981. In the introduction to a special issue of Government Publications Review on “Collection Development for Government Publications,” Hernon and Purcell note that all parts of a library collection need careful planning, “but for none is there a greater need to consider collection development policies than for the public documents collection” (Collection Development, p. 1). Access to local government documents was the subject of a British study by Kennington, published in October 1981. A coordinated approach to document collection is a concern in the Federal Republic of Germany, discussed by Landwehrmeyer. The pressures which lead to establishment of special collections and the need for planning and cooperation in collection development for special subjects are topics discussed by Volkersz and by Davis.

Although budgeting is always a major concern in collection development, new publications on the subject were not as plentiful in 1981 as in previous years. Richard Abel, in an interview published in the newsletter Technicalities, advises libraries “to set themselves a distinct set of goals ... enlist the unstinting support of the entire staff in the support of those goals and in developing the policies for the implementation of those goals ...” (Conversation, p. 13). He goes on to recommend that these be viewed as long-term goals and that the budget-making process be subordinated to these long-range plans. Werking and Getchell argue that book allocations for academic libraries should be strongly influenced by the number and average cost of new publications in each
discipline and suggest that *Choice* may be an appropriate base for determining relative sizes and amounts of the allocations. An approach to acquisitions budget control in another type of academic setting is provided by Ching-Tat,§ who focuses a discussion on colleges of advanced education in Australia.

**STUDYING USE AND CONTROLLING GROWTH**

The value of use studies as a planning tool continues to be debated, although the distribution of a "second revised working draft" of "Guidelines for Use and User Studies" by the Collection Management and Development Committee of ALA’s Resources and Technical Services Division (ALA) and the publication of a SPEC kit on "User Surveys and Evaluation of Library Services" by the Association of Research Libraries (User Surveys) indicate the wide degree of acceptance such studies have now achieved. The Pittsburgh Study is still being discussed (Borkowski; Peat); analyzed (Hayes); and replicated (Hardesty).

Controlling the size of library collections—or developing the "steady-state" library—has been a topic of much discussion in Britain for several years and is now beginning to receive more attention in this country. Keyes Metcalf, in reviewing changes in American librarianship during his lifetime, predicts "an end to the pace of growth which has dramatically altered the scope of academic library collections" (Special Report, p.1162). Gore, for some time a vocal advocate of no-growth libraries, continued his contributions to the discussion in 1981 by explaining how to tell "when the size of an academic library is just right. It is just right when, if it were any bigger you would only increase the quantity of unused books in it, and if it were any smaller you couldn’t stand all the frustrations it caused" (Gore, p.2187).

Maintaining an upper limit on the size of a library collection requires an active program of evaluation and weeding. Although there seems to be little original thinking on the subject, discussions of collection evaluation techniques continued to appear in 1981 (Comer, Gallagher, Goldhor, Thomason, Voos, Whaley). Weeding projects, policies, and models were provided by Goldstein§ (medical library weeding policies); Lawrence§ (university library cost model for weeding and storage); and McKee§ (public library branch weeding project). Cargill§ describes what can happen after the weeding review has been completed by detailing how one library got rid of the discards. Glider§ report provides a critical, international review of the last decade’s literature on weeding and storage.

**ACQUISITIONS METHODS AND PROCEDURES**

A topic of perennial concern to acquisitions librarians is library-book dealer relations. In most cases, communication is the primary problem, and in 1981 helpful hints for improving communication came from both dealers and librarians (Alessi; Mellin; Schenck [b]). Concentrating on one essential part of the library-book dealer relationship, the Book Industry Systems Advisory Committee continues to work toward a
standard format for efficient communication of order information (Paul).

The mechanics of acquisitions also received their share of attention in 1981. Speller§ defines terms related to bids and contracts and offers guidelines for handling competitive bids. The effects of OCLC's online service on preorder searching are discussed by Groot§ and by Neikirk.§ Maffee§ reports results of a time study on invoice payments in one library, and Schenck gives practical suggestions on claiming outstanding orders (Schenk [a]). The report on an evaluation of one school district's centralized ordering and processing center illustrates some of the problems that can occur in attempts to analyze and evaluate acquisition systems (Hendrickson).

Automated acquisitions systems continue to maintain a large share of the library public's attention. The March/April 1981 issue of Library Technology Reports was devoted to a comparison of acquisitions systems, beginning with discussion of basic options (in-house development, transferred software, turnkey system, bibliographic utility, etc.) and including comments on individual systems (Boss). Leonhardt briefly describes a locally developed automated acquisitions system at Duke University (Leonhardt [a]), and Pemberton§ and Clifton describe one operating at the University College at Buckingham. Most of the news notes and case studies reported in the literature focus either on turnkey or bibliographic utility systems. Hogan explains how Wayne State University chose its acquisition system (Hogan [a and b]), and Bullard discusses how the University of Louisville switched systems (Bullard [c]). During 1981, twenty libraries participated in a test of the OCLC Acquisitions Subsystem (OCLC Acquisitions, p.3–4). The Research Libraries Group (RLG) reported the installation of the RLIN II acquisition system (RLG Adds). Ringgold Management Systems placed the first installation of its turnkey automated acquisitions system at Wayne State University (Technical Services Newsletter Interviews John Knapp). DataPhase Systems, Inc., continued testing an acquisitions system to complement their existing automated circulation system (Technical Services Newsletter Interviews Kim Schmidt). Early in 1982, Innovative Interfaces introduced a new automated acquisition system called INNOVACQ System 100, for which orders were already being written (New Automated, p.5).

Recent developments in publishing brought about by the sluggish economy and the Thor Power Tool decision—smaller press runs, rising prices, shorter in-print times, etc.—appear to be stimulating the use of approval plans (Approval Plans, p.1). “In an inflationary business environment, the benefits of approval plans in helping libraries get books are already clear: a library receiving new books on the approval plan has an edge over other institutions which may have waited 2 or 3 years to make the decision to purchase particular titles” (Spyers-Duran, p.12). The recent approval plan experiences of the University of Cincinnati and the University of Windsor were reported in 1981 (Gregor; Frommeyer [a and b]). Experiences of several other academic libraries, as well as review articles on other aspects of approval plans,
may be found in the published collection of papers from the Fourth International Conference on Approval Plans and Collection Development (Spyers-Duran [b]).

The Universal Serials and Book Exchange (USBE) appeared in the news regularly in 1981. USBE delivered its fourteen-millionth publication early in the year (USBE Clocks, p.2). By the summer it had announced production of a microfiche list of the 10,000 periodical titles in greatest supply in its warehouses (USBE Produces, p.5). Starting August 1, libraries were offered access to USBE files through Bibliographic Retrieval Services; and member libraries had the option of online ordering through the services' message-switching system (New Online, p.2). During September, USBE acquired twenty-one new members and reported a total membership of 1,640 libraries in fifty-nine countries (Online Service, p.1). Nelson describes USBE's current operations and future plans.

The acquisition of foreign materials received less attention in 1981 in many libraries because of the continuing budget squeeze. Welsch looks at that problem from the point of view of European materials, which have been particularly affected by inflation, and suggests "1) more information sharing about such topics as prices and sources; 2) better control of the acquisitions process; 3) continued efforts to evaluate local collections and national holdings; and, 4) coordination and cooperation by those institutions and librarians collecting European materials" (Welsch, p.7). Early in 1981, the Association of Research Libraries asked its Task Force on Collection Development to "review the current commitment of ARL as an association to problems in foreign acquisitions, including the role of the foreign acquisitions committee" (Recent Committee, p.11). A hint about the ARL's commitment to foreign acquisitions was provided later in 1981 when the Board of Directors voted to cease publication of the Foreign Acquisition Newsletter (FAN), which had been suspended in 1980. The Board "acknowledged the role FAN had played, but determined that, given the current economic climate, the Association could no longer afford to subsidize the newsletter, and FAN's potential readership was too small to support the publication" (ARL Discontinues, p.3).

CONTINUING EDUCATION

Continuing education opportunities for librarians interested in the development and management of collections were plentiful in 1981. The first of a projected series of Collection Management and Development Institutes, sponsored by ALA's Resources and Technical Services Division, was held at Stanford, July 6-10. (For reports on the proceedings, see Bullard [b]; Willett.) The planning committee for the institutes has announced that it will continue the series with regional programs in Washington, D.C., in July 1982; in Boston, Massachusetts, mid-October 1982; and in Omaha, Nebraska, in October 1983 (Regional Collection, p.8). Other regional institutes may be held in the Southwest, Southeast, and Pacific Northwest. The
Association of College and Research Libraries Conference in Minneapolis in October also included a number of contributed papers on collection development topics.


**CONCLUSION**

"Austerity"—cold and unfriendly in sound—may be the word that best characterizes the collection development environment of 1981. To some this is a depressing condition in which to work, but to others it offers a challenge and possibility for change. DeGennaro sums up the optimist’s view of austerity: "It is a commonplace that a little austerity after a long period of affluence can be good for an organization. It creates a climate where minor cost cutting of frills and nonessentials can be carried out. . . . It is equally true, but less generally recognized, that a more severe retrenchment may also, on occasion, be beneficial for an organization. It frequently happens during these times of extreme financial crisis that leaders are enabled, or even forced, to be courageous and strong enough to propose and implement the bold changes or programs that really make a difference in the long run" (DeGennaro, p.13). Most of those who manage library collections today find themselves confronted with the challenging conditions provided by austerity and retrenchment. Indications are that some of these librarians are moving toward DeGennaro's "bold changes or programs that really make a difference in the long run."
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Descriptive Cataloging in 1981

Constance Rinehart

Last year's preoccupation with training programs and tools for use with a new catalog code has enabled countless institutions to proceed in 1981 with the implementation of the new rules. While libraries have shown continued enthusiasm for computer support of technical services procedures, some nagging and difficult questions remain.

AACR2, CONTINUED

Perhaps because it was the year in which the Library of Congress and many other institutions took their quantum leap into the new catalog code, staff interest in the problems of cataloging has been limited chiefly to local concerns. Although determined pockets of resistance to AACR2 remained, exemplified by Martell$ and Ayres$, continued progress in adoption of the new code was the theme of news notes in the library press.

As had long been promised, Gorman completed and published The Concise AACR2 (Gorman [a]), which had been introduced and summarized on the national and international levels by Hinton.$ The Concise AACR2 is intended to enable students of cataloging to grasp the essence and basic principles of the full edition through a simplified version, and to help catalogers in small libraries produce standard bibliographic records without learning the full text. While these are laudable aims, few things could be more discouraging to the beginning cataloging student than discovering that this book contains CIP data from both the British Library and the Library of Congress—the first entered under title, the second under author. Later in the year, carried away by the impetus of his efforts toward simplification, Gorman produced "The Most Concise AACR2," a bookmark-size condensation of the code into two rules: "Describe the item you have in hand [according to the pattern given]" and "Make . . . copies of the description . . . and add to each the name of the author and of other persons or bodies associated with the work. Give [these] names . . . in their best known form" (Gorman [b], p.499).

Constance Rinehart is professor and assistant dean, School of Library Science, University of Michigan. Invitational paper received and accepted March 1982.

Editor's note: A section mark [$] identifies the surnames under which some of the sources are listed in the "References." Acronyms, surnames, or initial words of a title in parentheses throughout the text identify other sources and provide specific page references as required.
For those engaged in the relatively inglorious activities related to the adoption of the new code in any given location, assistance was available at various levels. Simonton's and McClaskey's *AACR2 and the Catalog* gives a historical and theoretical framework, identifying the principal problems that arise in the preparation of a catalog record and offering possible solutions; Cook's *AACR2 Decisions and Rule Interpretations* (AACR2 Decisions) puts together in one publication the numerous decisions and interpretations of the national library agencies; and Daly's *After Day One*, written for those libraries wanting information specifically about the Library of Congress' plans and proposed changes, points out that although AACR2 is generally blamed for the changes that will occur in entry forms, LC's policy of desuperimposition "is by far the more significant cause" (Daly, p.4).

While most of the news that appeared in library periodicals about the adoption of the code was devoted to Guinness-type tales of how-we-did-it-fastest, two more ambitious descriptions have appeared. Brindley's relation of the British Library's activities emphasizes the decisions and problems related to machine conversion of bibliographic records. Closer to home, a complete issue of *Bookmark* is given over to the interaction of "AACR2 and New York Libraries," with eleven contributors considering the impact of the new code on libraries of all types and sizes (AACR2 and New York).

One of the most publicized and complex of the AACR2 implementation projects was that faced by the bibliographic utilities. Brown reported that in its conversion of the database, OCLC found that 39 percent of the records in the online catalog had to be changed—a much higher total than had been expected. A report from the University of Illinois indicated that while there were problems appearing in the use of OCLC's converted database, the usefulness of the new headings "far outweighed" the difficulties encountered (Wajenberg, p.184).

**TOOLS OF THE TRADE**

The most general in scope of several notable new cataloging tools which appeared during 1981 is Chan's *Cataloging and Classification*, offered as a textbook for library school classes and including lists of basic tools, background readings, and exercises. Bibliographic control is given a surprisingly limited definition in this new text as "the operation by which recorded information is organized or arranged" (Chan, p.3).

In *Corporate Authorship: Its Role in Library Cataloging*, Michael Carpenter attempts "to provide a rationale for treating corporate bodies as authors in the context of an alphabetical library catalog organized around the concept of authorship" (Carpenter, p.6). Carpenter's work, based on his doctoral thesis at the University of California, Berkeley, first discusses views of corporate authorship from Panizzi to "AACR2 and the Decline of Corporate Main Entry," then tests several possible theories of corporate authorship. The "revised corporate utterance theory," which calls for the treatment of a corporate body as author only when the work in question is represented as a corporate utterance of that body, is offered as justification for the use of corporate bodies as authors.
Monograph Cataloging Notes, by Salinger§ and Zagon, is intended to save time for cataloging personnel by suggesting the phrasing and punctuation of notes to be used in catalog records and by indicating whether a particular note is appropriate. The work is arranged according to the order of rules in the note area of AACR2, chapter 2, and the compilers have included both a subject index and an index collating examples with main entries, NUC volume number, and LC card number. Further emendation of AACR2 comes from Wellisch,§ whose Key to Abbreviations is intended to correct what the author feels are spelling errors and incorrect arrangement in appendix B of the code.

Many of the articles which have been mentioned in these reviews over the past five years are among those made available by Ryans in The Card Catalog: Current Issues, which provides "an over-all view of the steps necessary in determining the future of the card catalog" (The Card, p. x). Readings and bibliographies cover the future of the catalog, alternatives to the catalog, preparing for an alternate form of bibliographic access, and case studies.

The first issue of the long-awaited new journal Cataloging & Classification Quarterly also appeared during 1981, with a number of cataloging articles still of interest despite the year's delay in publication.

**THE VIDEO DISPLAY MARCH**

Even as the Library of Congress began celebrations to honor the completion of a major cataloging tool, its monumental 755-volume National Union Catalog: Pre-1956, the event was treated almost as a memorial to an anachronism (Welsh). Libraries of all sizes, already familiar with the possibilities of the machine for bibliographic control, were turning to automation for budgetary reasons as well as for efficiency in catalog maintenance (N.Y. Library). Sixty-two libraries in Illinois proposed to study the cost-effectiveness of sharing terminals (IVLS Checks), and Druschel§ found that the automated system in use at Washington State University Libraries was less expensive as well as more accurate and more flexible than the manual system used for cataloging and book processing. Baldwin,§ commenting on the use of the British Library's BLAISE for online cataloging, offers suggestions for the effective use of an automated support system.

As usual, there was little or no agreement as to which automated system had the most to offer. Western Massachusetts libraries joined OCLC in the hope of saving personnel funds (Western Mass.), but some Research Libraries Group members turned to UTLAS because of its better prices (UTLAS). Other libraries turned to circulation systems to provide their public records (Five), and system specifications for such a catalog were produced by the California State University and Colleges system (CSUC). University Microfilms explained why it chose OCLC as its cataloging distributor (Hamilton), and a concise comparison of the three major U.S. utilities, with data current for December 1980, was prepared by the staff of the University of Oregon Library (A Comparison).

One of the online support systems, OCLC (which became initials in
1977 and has now adopted the name Online Computer Library Center), 
has come sufficiently of age to encourage biographers. Branscomb§ and 
Rogers offer an account of the period from 1951, when a group of Ohio 
academic library directors began to study possibilities for cooperation, 
to 1967, when the Ohio College Library Center was formed.
The OCLC system is also old enough and large enough to offer usable 
research data for a number of investigators. Hickey, § using a systematic 
sample of 1 percent of OCLC records, offers statistics on the use of field, 
subfield, and indicator codes within the records, as well as on the co-
ocurrence of fields. His data should be of help in estimating file growth, 
selecting subsets of records for local catalogs, and designing bibliographic databases. Rastogi§ and Morita, studying search-key usage patterns at the Ohio State University Library, found the name-title search 
used most frequently for monograph cataloging, the title key for serials 
cataloging, and the LC card number key for acquisitions searches, even 
at times when some other search key would have been more successful.
Crowe§ investigated the cataloging copy contributed to the OCLC 
database by Indiana University in an attempt to determine whether the 
choice of items for original cataloging had been valid. His results indic- 
ated that fewer than 20 percent of the records input by Indiana had 
been superseded by LC cataloging one year later, suggesting that the 
contributing library’s priorities were set carefully.
One trend suggested in the year’s publication is a growing acceptance 
of the variations in library catalog records, along with — perhaps — a rec- 
ognition of the need to provide for such variations in any type of coop- 
orative endeavor; Lovecy§ offers a simple presentation of the problems 
such group efforts face in creating central or shared cataloging, union 
catalogs, etc. In an attempt to find some common ground that might 
avoid some of the variances, Crismond§ reports on the suggestion of the 
Internetwork Quality Control Council, an OCLC advisory group, that 
a lower-level record be used for conversion of retrospective records to 
machine-readable form. Libraries responding, however, objected 
strongly to the proposal, preferring a higher-quality record for such proj- 
ects in spite of the possible problems. Johnson§ and Josel, studying error 
reports generated at Memphis State University Library, indicate that 
one of those problems is the amount of error in contributed records; they 
indicate that 13.7 percent of the member library records used during the 
period studied contained errors, but only 1.6 percent of the MARC rec- 
ords used. These results are supported by Moore’s survey of 166 OCLC 
member libraries, which confirms that “libraries are not accepting the 
concept of shared cataloging in the sense of using records as they appear 
in the database” (Moore, B., p.39), but the reasons for the checking and 
changing of records in which catalog departments indulge were not re- 
ported.

THE CATALOG AND THE USER

Following a year in which the report appeared of a major research 
project on the design of alternative catalogs for libraries, the Council on 
Library Resources announced grants amounting to approximately
$300,000 to several projects aimed at providing comparative data on existing online public access catalogs concerning user requirements and catalog performance (Mullikin). The information gathered is expected to be of use in the development of future online catalogs (Online).

Smaller but similar reports are already appearing in the literature. Moore studies user reactions to the online catalogs at the Ohio State University, University of Toronto, Guelph University, and Ryerson Polytechnical Institute. Although none of the catalogs studied was offered as a substitute for the manual catalog, all of them having been designed for circulation and other purposes, “a large majority of users found the online catalogs, even in their present, rather crude forms, more convenient than the complete manual catalog” (Moore, C., p.296). Moore proposes as questions for further study the requirements for good subject access, the amount of information to be displayed in the visual record, the terminal keyboard, and problems of filing the online catalog. Norden$ and Lawrence studied two and one-half years of the use of public access terminals at the Ohio State University with the intention of discovering use patterns and whether they differed from patterns of use of the card catalog. Results confirmed the results of other studies which indicate that users will accept the online catalog as an alternative, but the authors report a much higher proportion of title searches than is common for a manual catalog.

A staff committee examining public catalog use at Iowa State University Library as part of a study of alternatives to the manual catalog offers its statistics primarily to indicate that such routinely gathered data can be helpful in predicting catalog use (Sage). The report of a 1979 questionnaire survey of users of LC’s online system, SCORPIO, indicates that online or computer-assisted instruction in the use of such systems is preferred by users to audiovisual or group instruction. A large majority (75 percent) of the users of SCORPIO were found to be making subject searches (Pritchard). Evanston Public Library made news with its touch-sensitive public access terminals (Cherry), and Seattle Public Library introduced its microfilm catalog on prime-time television news programs (Seattle’s).

Two themes are still heard as continuing obbligatos to the chorus of terminal users: the problems of nonroman characters in computerized records and the need for authority files. Takahashi§ has proposed the use of a common set of Chinese characters to permit the sharing of MARC tapes among East Asian countries, and the People’s Republic of China has adopted a national standard for a primary set of 6,763 Chinese characters to be used for information interchange (People’s). The achievements and goals of the Chinese MARC Working Group are the subject of a paper by Lee§ and others, first presented at the International Workshop on Chinese Library Automation held in Taipei, February 14–19, 1981; and a review of methods used in Japan for computer input of information is presented by Morita,§ who also considers the applicability of these methods to the problems faced by research libraries in processing East Asian materials. The Research Libraries Group has contracted with a private firm for a terminal to create catalog records in
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean characters; it is hoped that full catalog support will be available by mid-1983 (RLG Signs). Staff at LC prepared a working paper proposing that a technique known as escape sequence be incorporated into the MARC format so that it could include nonroman character sets (Inclusion).

With relation to the authority file problem at the national level, the Task Force on a Name Authority File Service of CLR's Bibliographic Service Development Program has distributed for comment A Requirements Statement for the Name Authority File Service, describing the background, rationale, and progress made in the development of such a service for U.S. libraries (A Requirements). The University of Texas at Austin offers a comprehensive manual providing the information necessary for maintaining authority control in a library with multiple catalogs (Miller), and R. R. Bowker Company has produced an authoritative listing of Authors' Names from its Books in Print, including all forms of both personal and corporate names (Authors).

In a project that proved to have considerable relevance to the question of authority control, Northwestern University Library undertook to create and maintain a database with cataloging and location information for African materials. The purpose of the project, which was supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Carnegie Corporation, was "to test the feasibility of producing a high-quality bibliographic database whose records would be consistent with LC practice, which could be submitted to a central agency to form one component of the national data file" (Hill, p.326). Experimentation in the effective sharing of authority data proved to be a major factor in the undertaking.

ANNIVERSARIES

Not to be overlooked in this review is the fact that the International Conference on Cataloging Principles, an event of the greatest importance to contemporary cataloging, was held in Paris twenty years ago; the anniversary has been marked by a reissue of the conference Report with a new introduction outlining the activities of the last two decades (Publications).

LC's Cataloging in Publication program celebrated its tenth birthday during 1981, marking the occasion with a survey of approximately twenty-four hundred U.S. libraries concerning the use of CIP data. Of the libraries responding, approximately 80 percent reported some use of the information in cataloging, acquisitions, or public service, and generally expressed hope for the expansion of the program (CIP Program).

Also observing a tenth anniversary was the first professional unit of the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA), the International Office for UBC, which has received major support during the entire period from the Council on Library Resources (Ten). The Office, which ten years ago published the ISBD(M), reports that there are now seven ISBDs, incorporated into ten national or multinational codes (The Role). Currently under way is the five-year review of the ISBDs for monographs, serials, nonbook and cartographic materials, as well as ISBD(G) (ISBD Five). Several other tools are in
process of development: the ISBD(CP) (Component Parts), a survey of the application of the ISBDs to nonroman scripts, and a manual of annotated ISBD examples (The ISBD Five).

**BUT HOW MUCH DO WE KNOW?**

Those local or regional activities in which libraries have been engaged may need a closer look. Svenonius,§ in proposing a number of cataloging questions for investigation by researchers, suggests that the answers would help in the creation of better catalog codes in the future; and White§ argues for surveys of the true needs of catalog users, for analytical studies of cataloging practices, and for a research study of the value of cataloging decisions. There are indications that the past year's concern with local implementation of AACR2, regional automation projects, and hometown users of the library catalog will not be allowed to continue in any case. Samuelson, in arguing for a critical examination of technical services operations from the angle of cost reduction and increased productivity, points out that "the cataloging process is one of the most costly of activities in a public library" (Samuelson, p.310). While this is not a new complaint, it comes at a time of financial pressure for many libraries and may well have a new appeal.

We now have behind us the theoretical background of the ICCP and its subsequent papers and investigations, as well as the steps toward standardization and international interchange provided by ten years' use of ISBD. It is to be hoped that the coming year will see serious studies of cataloging procedures and user needs in individual libraries and in library schools and—even more to the point—the production of reports or descriptions which will be of guidance to institutions facing changing requirements and declining financial support. If the technical services shrink from self-examination, or if we fail to offer thoughtful and timely responses to these critical questions, decisions on such continually vexing problems as cost and productivity will assuredly be made without us.
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Year's Work in Subject Analysis: 1981

Jennifer A. Younger

In the twentieth century, information is a valuable resource, and how it is made available is a topic of rapidly increasing significance. This review of that process is intended to be selective, not exhaustive, with attention given to the major trends in subject analysis.

General Works and Theory

Most of the general or theoretical works appearing in 1981 reviewed diverse traditions from a historical perspective. At the annual conference of the Gesellschaft für Klassifikation in Salzburg, Totok related the concept of knowledge and the knowledge of order derived from the Aristotelian tradition to the different approaches of later philosophers, like Hobbes, Locke, and others of the early modern era, on the forms and ordering of knowledge. Also using ideas from Locke, Buchanan recently claimed that members of a class must share at least one characteristic unique to that class, a claim refuted by McLachlan in his article, "Buchanan, Locke and Wittgenstein on Classification." Sreider contrasted two aspects of the classification procedure: taxonomy and meronomy. In India the thirty-nine canons of the preeminent theoretician, Ranganathan, were studied once again, with brief notes on the performance of various universal classification schemes (Kaula [a]). A report on other current classification research in India discussed the general theory of subject indexing language, the language of the Postulate-Based Permuted Subject Indexing (POPSI), and the Classaurus, a faceted systematic scheme of hierarchical classification (Bhattacharyya). From their analysis of classification research done in India, Kaula and Prasad concluded that most of it is based on the work of the extraordinarily prolific Ranganathan (Kaula [b]). Surveying the scene in Germany, Gödert recounted the historical decline of the subject catalog as
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a prelude to enumerating possibilities for subject access with new technology.

The organization of knowledge and how access to it is structured is a principal concern in other theoretical papers. According to Batty, facet analysis as a basis for indexing language construction is receiving attention because knowledge is growing increasingly complex (Batty, David). Each classification and indexing scheme represents a system of concepts, i.e., a particular approach to organizing and recording knowledge. For a user to be able to access the system, there must be a correspondence between that scheme and the user's system of concepts. The fundamental factor is knowledge. From the results of their study, Noreault and Dovidio concluded that "a theoretical explanation of the mechanisms that influence the performance of classification schemes offers guidance in the development and refinement of existing schemes" (Noreault, p.338). Najarian§ examined psychological studies on memory and learning to discover what can be learned about human categorizing principles; she suggested these principles be considered in the design of information retrieval systems.

**Vocabulary Management**

The international exchange of information is inhibited when concepts are represented in differing terminology. The project INTERCONCEPT, sponsored by Unesco, intends to collect, identify, and define data on concepts in the social sciences for the purpose of creating an international glossary of terms for that subject. Selection and defining of terms for a glossary is a specialized art (Dahlberg [b]); the glossary itself has a unique role (Riggs). Earlier efforts to control terminology were often those of individual business firms, needing access to the information to compete in the international business world (Brinkmann). A study of the feasibility of a British linguistic data bank mentioned a lack of one single authoritative organization in the U.K. able to provide guidance on English usage of specialized terminology (McNaught). Natanson§ dealt with an actual problem of terminology—"synonymy."

Even within a specific discipline, the use of words to represent a particular concept may vary considerably. The Modern Language Association of America is now compiling a classified thesaurus, organized by facets, to control vocabulary used in the *MLA International Bibliography* (Mackesy). A study on the state of indexing in art and architecture concluded that a comprehensive art and architecture thesaurus is needed (Crouch) and the same group, funded by a grant, began work (Molholt, Petersen, T.). Since 1970, a philosophical classification of music scores has been in progress with part of that project being a thesaurus of musical forms and genres (Dorfmüller). Proving again that disciplines, by virtue of handling different sorts of information, have unique requirements, Silk§ argued for realistic, not fully systematic nomenclature in chemistry. In medicine, a microthesaurus, the Cancer Information Thesaurus (CIT), was derived from a thesaurus regarded as the source, or macrothesaurus, MeSH (Kirtland). The problems presented in searching CIT indicate that a macrothesaurus must be structured for
that role if the derived thesauri are to function properly. One new tool, *BSI ROOT Thesaurus*, was designed to accommodate the generation of specialized thesauri from it (Dextre). Two reviews spoke in glowing terms of the *BSI ROOT Thesaurus*, compiled to control vocabulary for the indexing of standards and regulations for business enterprises (Dahlberg [a], Piggott). In their opinion, this thesaurus, having been extremely well constructed, could also be used as a model of its kind.

*International Classification* called attention to a bibliography of forty-one guidelines for terminology, thesaurus construction, and indexing that is now available (Infoterm). As one aspect of a larger study on thesauri, four guidelines for thesaurus construction were carefully compared (Somers). Jones§ offered specific criteria for handling compound words in thesauri and assessed the suggestions in BS 5723, *Guidelines for the Establishment and Development of Monolingual Thesauri*.

The construction of a thesaurus is a labor-intensive operation. To eliminate some clerical labor, Devadason§ and Balasubramanian coded the subject proposition at the time it was assigned to a document for subsequent generation of the thesaurus. Although no conclusions were drawn as to the amount of time saved, the system is of interest.

Concern for compatibility among indexing languages is partly due to the prolific development of formal languages used for indexing journal literature. Under the leadership of the Working Group on Documentary Languages REUNIBER '78, an inventory of 129 Spanish and Portuguese documentary languages and thesauri was completed. Proposed activities include the elaboration of “common languages for information indexing and retrieval” (Gallo, p.29). Preliminary investigations and inquiry into possible methods for establishing a “black box,” a switching mechanism to be used as a translator between information systems, are now in progress (ECCSID, Dahlberg [c]). In the U.S., a prototype switching language has been designed (Husain). The switching function may also be performed by a pan-disciplinary thesaurus, as is proposed for the social sciences (Aitchison, Sager, J.C.). Coates§ recommended that a performance test be formulated to test the referral capabilities of the Broad System of Ordering.

**Classification Schemes**

In the near future, the importance of classification schemes is not likely to diminish. Universal schemes are needed, particularly for the “rational organization, coordination and control of systems of specialized indexing languages” (Scibor, p.22). But due to the dual requirements of specificity of subject and suitability for use in computerized information systems, only the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) can meet these goals in Scibor’s opinion—a conclusion that may be premature since it is not certain what computerized systems will require. Hyman§ assessed the future of shelf classification, namely Library of Congress (LC) classification and Dewey decimal classification (DDC) and concluded that some form of shelf classification will continue. Library users still want to find items arranged in subject order on the shelves, thus assuring a future for general classification schemes (Mc-
Kinlay). He also reported that in Australia the future of DDC as the principal classification scheme is secure. Gorman$ speculated that two levels of Dewey classification numbers are needed to provide both a number of reasonable length for shelf order and a specific number, longer if necessary, for content identification in an online system. Rigby reported on experimental and operational programs using UDC in that mode for online subject retrieval. There are some obstacles, including the "inflexibility of the software in multi-data-base networks" (Rigby, p.iii). The program used for natural language subject retrieval does not consider marks of punctuation as being significant, but unless it regards colons and parentheses in compound UDC chains, the results will be ambiguous. Another set of experiments examined the Colon classification (CC) as "a suitable foundation for the automated analysis, representation and retrieval of primary information from the full text of documents" (Shepherd, p.25). The results showed that there was no significant difference between the retrieval performance of CC and that of a simple keyword system. Two significant drawbacks to the use of Colon are mentioned: longer computer retrieval time and the need for highly trained personnel to construct the classification index.

Since both LC and DDC are widely used, a number of articles appeared, each discussing a specific aspect or problem. Comaromi$ has done for shelllisting practices what Chan did for subject heading practices—written the historical development, organized the instructions into readable chapters, and explained why, in the context of a large catalog, current shelllisting sometimes varies from the rules. Goldbergs$ detailed description of the classification of German law at LC is of special interest because the KK schedules are not yet published. Greenbergs$ index of authors in LC subclasses PN, PR, PS, and PZ will probably be useful to catalogers, but unfortunately, the dates of the last schedules indexed are not given. Beginning and occasional music catalogers would do well to consult the flowcharts for constructing shelflist numbers for LC class M (Smiraglia). Bibliographies classed alphabetically by subject in Z are often hidden to users, spurring development of a key "showing the LC classes with their corresponding Z numbers" (Olsrud, p.72). It might be more useful, however, to classify bibliographies by subject. LC$ itself has issued the fourth edition of H–HJ, which includes revisions of geographic listings.

Moss bemoans the omission of Dewey's original introduction from DDC 19, pointing out that Dewey anticipated many later developments, for example, "the theme of catering for points of view" (Moss, p.140). Batty has written another easy-to-follow programmed text updated to DDC 19 (Batty, C. D.). The Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee has already begun to discuss the subject areas that might be ready for phoenix development in the next edition (DCEPC).

A survey of one hundred U.S. community college libraries found a diversity of classification practices (Dale). This diversity illustrates a problem in the use of universal classification schemes. Since the schemes are designed to fit the needs of many, compromises must be made and, therefore, the specific requirements of a library may not be met. Neither
DDC nor LC meets the needs of a theater collection (Nemchek) or a native people's collection (Peterson, L.). Proper classification of slides requires the use of specific numbers more specific than either LC or DDC can consistently provide (Cilliers, Clawson).

In the United Kingdom, a recent survey discovered that out of 2,895 libraries, only 640 employ UDC (Hindson). The adoption of UDC is occasionally selective, as evidenced by the Botanical Library, British Museum (Natural History), which substituted its own classification system for its flowering plant herbarium for the corresponding section of UDC (Edwards).

Two new classifications were reported. The principles of faceted classification were used in developing a classification for biological literature (Mills). The Computing Reviews Category Revision Committee based its new system on the theory that "the heart of the new classification system, like the old, should be a tree since this is clearly the preferred format for any hierarchical structure which must be linearized for publication purposes" (CRCRC, p.420).

**SUBJECT HEADINGS**

Several articles not only discuss the limitations and shortcomings of *Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH)*, but also suggest needed improvements. Since the early seventies, Berman,§ the 1981 recipient of the Margaret Mann Citation for Cataloging and Classification, has consistently pointed out the terminological inadequacies and inequalities of access found in LCSH. Other authors recommended changes in the headings for such specific subjects as society, maps, and works of art. Syntactic inconsistencies in subject headings pertaining to society; e.g., "Industrial sociology" but "Sociology, Rural," were examined, leading to the conclusion that the number of forms could be reduced from twenty-two to fifteen without losing specificity (Wepsiec). An ALA Cataloging and Classification Section subcommittee recommended that instead of "subject-to-name" references, additional subject headings for the location of or subject of individual works of art and architecture be assigned (ALA). Schroeder§ stated that for maps direct access is needed under base area, specific area, and subject, as access under only one is not sufficient. Prints and photographs now have a list of subject headings designed expressly to consider their multifaceted nature, to provide access to the image itself, its origin and context (Betz). These recent articles are only the tip of the iceberg. Since World War II, one hundred and thirty-one works have critically reviewed *LCSH* (Cochrane [a]). In her analysis of vocabulary control from edition to edition of *LCSH*, Cochrane§ pointed out that old subject headings disappear from *LCSH* without a trace, so that libraries that do not immediately revise those headings or link them to new headings will be left with undocumented subjects in their catalogs.

While studying the feasibility of providing subject access to the OCLC database, O'Neill and Aluri examined patterns of current subject heading assignment and discovered that each record had an average of only 1.41 subject headings (O'Neill [b], p.66). To provide additional ac-
cess points in a system without a Boolean approach to subject retrieval, MischoS developed rotation algorithms to rotate subject headings. Each significant word or phrase would in turn become the entry word with the remainder of the heading following in appropriate order. Nevertheless, the bibliographic record is still a lean one in terms of content words to be searched. A report, sponsored by the Council on Library Resources, submitted to the Bibliographic Service Development Program, proposed that subject entry vocabulary be enriched by adding more search terms to each bibliographic record and more cross-references based on the actual language used in requests for information (Mandel). These additions might well be worthwhile. The retrieval performance of LC subject headings is also partially dependent on the size of the database. When searching a database such as OCLC, with more than eight million records, users will have to identify the complete subject headings that satisfy their information needs before bibliographic records can be retrieved (Aluri, O'Neill [a]).

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) received much less attention than LCSH in 1981. The one article that came to light favorably reviewed its treatment of the taxonomy of bacteria, viruses, animals, and plants (Norris).

Since its introduction to North America several years ago, PRECIS has been taught and practiced with only the British manuals for guidance. As an indication that there is still a demand for knowledge of PRECIS, two manuals were published in 1981: a thorough text on the logic of the system with instructions for the construction of PRECIS strings, using examples relevant to North American libraries (Richmond) and a workbook for use in teaching students in library schools (Ramsden). Libraries like the Preston Polytechnic Library have been able to adapt PRECIS to their purposes (Hendrix).

Very few subject heading systems are designed to be multilingual, and as a result subject access for linguistic minorities has been lacking. The California Spanish Language Data Base, a project to develop bilingual subject access, is well under way (Cabello-Argandona). Spanish subject headings are assigned for use by the Spanish speaker while English subject headings are assigned for English speakers.

In the past, subject heading revision has required the services of catalogers, but recently an automatic technique for synthesizing LC subject headings from descriptors with the use of a machine-readable authority file was developed by the Utah International Library. The method provided most of the old records that had subject descriptors derived from Cataloging in Publication data, with current subject headings (McWilliams).

INDEXING

Conrad Gessner, justly famous for Bibliotheca universalis (1545–49), the first printed bibliography to follow systematic principles of description and classification, also slipped into that great work a list of detailed instructions on how to compile indexes and catalogs. His instructions deal with practical concerns, while the indexes he himself compiled demon-
strate the art of indexing (Wellisch). The subject matter may vary, but the importance of good indexes cannot be overestimated. According to Bakewell,§ a poorly prepared index is a barrier to information as surely as a good index offers access to it. It is particularly appalling to him that books in librarianship and information science often fail to have good indexes. Writing on archaeological indexing, Lavell pointed out the complexities of analyzing archaeological material and suggested “it is more realistic to turn archaeologists into good indexers than to expect indexers to acquire such omniscience” (Lavell, p. 180). Meltzer,$ preferring to index Lydia Child’s correspondence himself rather than hire a professional indexer, concurred on the importance of subject knowledge in preparing an index. It is logical, therefore, to ask authors to provide indexing terms. For several years, the American Mathematical Society has sponsored an author indexing program. Under given experimental conditions, the retrieval performance of indexing by authors and that done by Mathematical Reviews was comparable, seemingly confirming the role of author indexing (Diodato).

One objective of a study conducted at the University of Western Ontario tested “the feasibility of allowing users to add keywords to the indexing of an online retrieval system based on their use of the documents in the system” (Tague, p. 153). Theoretically, it is a sound idea to create a dynamic indexing system capable of adapting to users’ needs, but, to no one’s surprise, significant logistical problems arose that would mitigate against implementing it.

Marshaling forces to refute three criticisms of keyword indexing, Olsgaard and Evans stated that from the perspective of subject specificity and not that of comprehensive subject bibliography, keyword access is a useful approach to a particular topic (Olsgaard, John). However, they agreed that keyword access could be improved by adding a list of suitable general headings to the index! For special projects, when complete cataloging cannot be justified, a keyword index can be the answer (Olsgaard, Jane). Willard$ proposed that retrospective indexing be done for older serial literature and described a computer-assisted method based on the keyword approach. News of the Subject Access Project (SAP), which outlines procedures for the selection of terms directly from the contents pages and indexes of the books being cataloged for use as descriptors, has spread. At the Lund University Library, the advent of an online catalog prompted librarians to find a means of providing for subject searches (existing online catalogs in Sweden allow bibliographic searches only). SAP was selected as the indexing method. There are problems in the design of SAP, but Wormell§ gives equal time to discussing the drawbacks of book indexes, notably the lack of content-bearing words.

Indexers may differ appreciably in their assignment of terms. Rolling§ outlined a method for measuring inter-indexing consistency, but he concluded that these measurements can be used only to determine trends in indexing consistency. Fuzzy retrieval systems were evaluated for level of recall and precision (Buell [a]). At Syracuse University School of Information Studies, Frakes and others are developing
“stepwise models to identify which sequences of representations most efficiently retrieve relevant documents” (Frakes, p.301). Bookstein considers the inability of traditional Boolean systems to indicate the varying degrees to which a document may be written on a subject a serious lack. To resolve this problem, he analyzed two weighted Boolean retrieval systems to find a weighting scheme compatible with Boolean retrieval. Buell and Kraft reviewed weights using an approach involving thresholds (Buell [b]). In evaluating the effectiveness of information retrieval systems, Beale emphasized that not only output, i.e., documents received, should be studied, but also the process of searching and user characteristics. Because they are problem solvers who prefer to search by function rather than subject, engineers don’t use databases (Breton). Wheatley tells us that human indexing fixes a particular view in time on a document’s contents. In contrast, online searching is a dynamic tool. Therefore he proposes that we depend on machine-produced term indexes and use people to do the online searching, a proposal guaranteed to be warmly debated.

The physical property of the index introduces restraints. The difficulties of constructing an index to 170,000 pages of information that some three hundred fifty companies provided to Prestel, when only one page of the index is on the screen at any time, mandated very clear routes for the user to follow (Bush). Hartley and his colleagues designed three fictitious indexes with different alphabetical and conceptual item sequencing, in order to compare the ease of item retrieval. The children participating in the experiment were able to use them equally well.

**AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION AND INDEXING**

Computers are becoming increasingly powerful and the literature suggests that a great deal of effort is being spent to use them in creating rapid and intelligent information retrieval systems. After information is input, the files held in a database are organized by one of several automatic classification methods. One method identifies clusters of similar documents that may be regarded as a single unit for retrieval purposes; to speed up the retrieval process, “a fast algorithm for the calculation of inter-document (dis)similarity coefficients . . .” was proposed (Willett, p.59). Goffman’s “indirect method,” one of document clustering as opposed to term clustering, was studied to learn what subject characteristics are shown by the retrieved document classes (Williamson).

Index terms stored in most operational systems are in a binary mode and either match or don’t match an incoming search query. Assigning “weights” to terms could allow different degrees of relevance to be displayed to the user, ranking the documents and thus achieving a more effective retrieval system. Recently automatic indexing theories have been devised to use the relevance properties of terms in addition to frequency characteristics to increase searching efficiency (Salton). “Probabilistic retrieval models were extended to include document representatives containing term significance weights” (Croft, p.457). Van Rijsbergen lucidly explains in a new chapter in *Information Retrieval* exactly what probabilistic retrieval is.
When the full text is used for indexing and retrieval, one problem in retrieval is the variation in word forms used in the text. To alleviate this problem, a conflation algorithm, a computational procedure to identify word variants and reduce them to a single form, is applied. After evaluating several types, including the common stemming algorithm, the conclusion was reached that all of them perform at approximately the same level of effectiveness (Lennon). Carroll\$ uses a stemming algorithm to select the most significant sentence from a designated block of text.

Natural language processing is being studied extensively by researchers in linguistics and computer science. Sager explains the reasons this is so. “Natural language is composed of linearly arranged discrete entities that, like the symbols of mathematics and various codes, occur only in particular combinations. For this reason a grammar . . . can in principle be used in a procedure to recognize the syntactic structure of sentences” (Sager [b], p.4). There is a relation between grammar and information (Sager [a]). Briner\$ described a linguistic theory of communications already used in computer processing of compositions. Four natural language processing systems were evaluated (Petrick). A lengthy review chapter also highlighted major research now in process (Becker). What exactly will result from natural language processing research is unknown. In his reviews, Petrick informs the reader that despite appearances to the contrary, the problem of communicating with computers in ordinary English has not been solved.

“WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?”

Cochrane predicts that by 1985 many people will be serious users of several online systems and multiple databases, including some that merge in-library and remote online searching (Cochrane [b]). It will not be acceptable to turn card catalogs and printed indexes into online services without redesigning the cataloging and indexing procedures. Understanding information-seeking behavior is critical because designing a more effective search strategy may be the real key to improving the quality of information retrieval. Svenonius\$ draws an equally compelling picture of the need for developmental and evaluative research. Concrete questions that could lead to productive research are identified as are some past research projects.

SUMMARY

Studies in subject analysis are proceeding simultaneously in several directions. There continues to be a concern for such traditional issues as vocabulary control, thesauri building, and the physical organization of material. But, recently, the powerful capabilities of computers and, more importantly, their use in information storage and retrieval systems have opened opportunities for research in new areas. Long-standing premises need reexamination in the light of new technology. Subject terms, abstracts, and even the full text can be stored online; subsequently, new methods of access are being developed. The role of numerical classification in online retrieval is being analyzed. The scope of proj-
ects also varies. Some regard only the problems of specific collections used by a homogeneous clientele, while others are interdisciplinary or international in nature. Although most of the works represented in this bibliography were done by librarians, a noticeable number of non-librarians are taking an active interest in this topic.

There is, however, still work to be done. If the words of Cochrane and Svenonius are heeded (as they should be), then perhaps in the coming years this article will require more space to report on a year's work in subject analysis.
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The Year's Work in Serials: 1981

Benita M. Weber

A REVIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES relating to serials or serials librarian-ship in 1981 underscores the fact that just as in many other spheres of contemporary explorations, fresh approaches to old problems, and the realization that only cooperative ventures will move our professional specialization forward. Events in remote places, or events that appear to be unrelated to our specific concerns, eventually seem to exert an influence on our daily working lives. The joint messages of connection and cooperation were predominant during the past year in nearly all aspects of serials work, from continuing efforts at improved bibliographic control to the investigation and implementation of advanced technologies for provision of documents and services. In spite of gloomy predictions and complaints related to escalating serial prices, to problems with AACR2 for serials, or to the demise of traditionally organized serials departments, there was a general feeling of optimism and renewed energy for the ever-changing world of serials. The facets of that ever-changing world covered by this review relate to serials cataloging; standardization and automation developments; union listing projects; economics, resources, and document delivery systems; and organization of serials departments.

CATALOGING AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL OF SERIALS

Nineteen eighty-one will be remembered with mixed emotions from the standpoint of serials catalogers: it was the year of “Day One,” requiring the long-awaited implementation of the second edition of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules; but it was also the first step on the road toward AACR2½ or AACR3. Those who take comfort in the security blanket of black-and-white rules with little or no room for gray areas most likely did not cheer the events of the past year. This cataloging code will surely
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be dubbed the fluid, evolving code. The interpretations and explanations of Library of Congress practices with regard to specific rules, as published in *Cataloging Service Bulletin* during the year, can be viewed as a mandatory supplement to the rules themselves. These interpretations, along with restrictions imposed by participation in national online cataloging databases, have made it a challenging year for serials catalogers.

Two important issues that have influenced the cataloging of serials under AACR2 are the use of uniform title for serials and the new rules regarding cataloging of microforms. The Library of Congress has expanded upon the rules for uniform titles by allowing their use to differentiate between two or more serials published under identical title proper. A qualifying term is constructed to follow the uniform title based on specific criteria; these qualifiers can take the form of corporate body alone, place, date, place and date or corporate body and date, and edition statement (Descriptive Cataloging [a], p.46ff.).

A fuller elaboration of LC's application of these guidelines was offered at the January 1981 meeting of the Serials Section Committee to Study Serials Cataloging (Kovacic, p.33). To further confound this issue, LC again revised its own interpretation by issuing another statement on the same matter (Descriptive Cataloging [b], p.25ff.), in which we are advised to disregard variant titles traced as cross-references or as added entries in construction of uniform titles. At least one serials cataloger finds a problem with this application of the guidelines, and he suggests as a solution adoption of the concept of "unique titles for serials" as proposed by the British Library (Cole, p.76), which, if adopted, could result in the revision of AACR2. Is AACR2 ½ just around the corner?

A second tenet of AACR2 that generated considerable concern was the concept, presented in chapter 11, that in cataloging microforms, the bibliographic information concerning the format should be emphasized over the information concerning the original publication. No sooner had "Day One" come and gone than it was announced that LC, the National Agricultural Library, and the National Library of Medicine, at the request of the Association for Research Libraries and other constituents, would continue to follow the AACR1 principle when cataloging microforms that reproduce previously published books and serials (Descriptive Cataloging [a], p.15–16). However, AACR2 will be applied for choice and form of access points. At year's end this debate had still not been resolved.

Two thoughtful articles addressing this microform controversy appeared in 1981. Louis Willard$ presents a thorough history and very critical analysis of the process used to determine AACR2 rules for cataloging microforms. He convincingly supports the Library of Congress view that only data from the original should be provided in the body of the record with the addition of the general material designation (GMD) as provided in AACR2. He strongly attacks the cardinal principle in chapter 11 of requiring a totally new record for each microform reproduction. He asserts that the most important thing about a microform is not that it is a microform, but that it is a reproduction.

In an article dealing specifically with cataloging serials in microform,
Stine also protests the AACR2 rules for cataloging microforms. As examples of problems resulting from implementation of the rules, she cites specific titles from the serials microform collections at the Center for Research Libraries (Stine [a]). In reviewing her examples, the reader is quick to agree that there are serious problems in using the title frame or eye-readable data as the chief source of cataloging information. Both Stine and Willard agree that application of the AACR2 rules for cataloging microforms results in a misleading disservice to the library patron.

The preceding discussion on implementation of AACR2 offers only a suggestion of the complexities and issues involved for serials cataloging. A thorough review of the 1981 issues of Cataloging Service Bulletin is necessary to familiarize oneself with the myriad interpretations of the rules as prescribed by the Library of Congress. Much-needed assistance in interpreting the interpretations was provided by the ALA RTSD Serials Section Committee to Study Serials Cataloging. At each of their meetings committee members came prepared to discuss cataloging for previously assigned titles using AACR2 rules. The usefulness of these discussions for those fortunate enough to be able to attend ALA Midwinter and Annual conferences was immeasurable. Still more valuable, in terms of spreading the gospel to a wider group of constituents, was the committee's purposeful efforts to publish the highlights and conclusions of their deliberations in sources such as RTSD Newsletter and Serials Review. The committee members are to be commended for providing a true service to their fellow serialists in the English-speaking world.

Several articles published in 1981 provided practical guidance on specific serials bibliographic control issues based on individual institutions' decisions and experiences. Although these articles do not constitute part of a scholarly body of literature, they do contribute to the growing trend to avoid reinventing the serials wheel at every turn. Cornell's Olin Research Library was one that decided to freeze its catalog at the end of 1980 and to open a supplemental catalog consisting only of AACR2 records. There is also a serials union catalog that was not frozen and which now contains AACR2 cataloging interfiled with pre-AACR2 titles. Hayes' straightforward presentation of the pros and cons of these decisions, along with the rationale that led to the final decisions, is very useful to other libraries faced with the same questions. The essential point which she raises is the difficulty in handling "latest entry" records with several title changes. Cornell has made the decision to recatalog the old and new titles using successive entry and pure AACR2 rules. Occasionally, however, a problem arises due to the AACR2 requirement to have an issue in hand; when no issue of a particular title variant is readily available, the frozen catalog record is corrected manually with a "continued by" note. She contends that the internal consistency of the supplemental catalog, as well as the logical basis of AACR2, justifies its existence. It is, after all, a reflection of the new approach to bibliographic description, both in card form and as a future online catalog (Hayes, p.85–86).

Another article touches on some of the same questions from the standpoint of online union list participants. Decisions made with regard to the
Pennsylvania Union List of Serials are discussed. Carter’s statement that “the value judgment was made that it is probably more important to direct effort toward adding new items to the database than to recataloging items . . .” may be a point of debate for some serials catalogers, but here it is a question of union listing priorities holding sway over pure AACR2 adherence (Carter, p. 77).

One of the best treatises this year on a general topic in the area of bibliographic control of serials is McKinley’s on serials data conversion projects. Her experiences and recommendations are based on the UCLA Serials Data Conversion Project. The 1980s will be a decade of conversion projects for libraries for a variety of reasons: libraries will desire to convert manual records to machine-readable form to create online catalogs; they will attempt to convert to automated check-in operations; the installation of automated circulation systems requires machine-readable records; and budget retrenchment will mandate participation in union listing cooperatives, most of which will be available increasingly in an online mode. McKinley’s article is a systematic but above all realistic approach to the monumental task of serials data conversion. One example of her realism is this statement: “Library management . . . may plan to create a machine-readable file containing all of a library’s serials holdings. It may also intend to recatalog all substandard serials records before entering those records in the machine-readable data base. If, however, the cataloging staff expects it will require twenty man-years of professional time to accomplish this objective, then the objective should be modified, if not absolutely discarded” (McKinley [a], p. 90). Her coverage of public services concerns, staffing needs, and selection of records is excellent; make this required reading before embarking on even small conversion projects.

CONSER PROJECT

The CONSER project, of course, continued to be a major factor in serials bibliographic control. CONSER participants and nonparticipants alike have come to view CONSER as a symbol of cooperation of the few to benefit the many, a noble concept not readily imitated in many other arenas. Non-CONSER participants’ reliance on the authenticated records in the database is quite substantial, and so, an article delineating OCLC’s administrative responsibilities for the project, as opposed to LC’s or CONSER participants’ involvement, is a welcome addition to the literature. Davis§ does a good job of clarifying OCLC’s role in correcting errors, detecting duplicate records, serving as the mentor body to CONSER participants in explaining the guidelines for CONSER, collecting statistics, and holding meetings for various levels of the CONSER organization. Five issues of CONSER newsletter, published irregularly by OCLC until 1980, contained useful information on the CONSER participants and on local practices employed by participating institutions; unfortunately, no issues of CONSER were published in 1981, and they were missed in the serials world. The next issue is scheduled to appear early in 1982.

A long-awaited and welcome development was the announcement
that the Government Printing Office will become a CONSER participant in 1982 and will serve as an authentication center for all U.S. federal documents. GPO had already agreed to assume responsibility for assignment of ISSN/key titles to all federal document serials. An innovative and potentially quite useful development in the CONSER project is being planned by the Association of Research Libraries and the National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Services in conjunction with LC and OCLC. Supported by a grant from the Council on Library Resources, the project is to include records for all serial titles currently abstracted or indexed by the major U.S. or Canadian A & I services in the CONSER database, including information on where these titles are indexed, and to develop a method for continual updating of A & I coverage in the CONSER database (CONSER, p.11). Finally, the CONSER database is becoming increasingly useful to a wider audience than just OCLC members. The second CONSER snapshot file, containing more than 339,000 authenticated and unauthenticated records, was made available by LC in machine-readable tape format to the library community at large in late 1981. Availability of this product supports the project administrators' intentions to make the database available to all non-OCLC members (who can afford the hefty price!). Also, the CONSER records are now being used to produce New Serials Titles via an automated publication system. It is anticipated that twenty to twenty-five thousand entries will be included annually, most of them with full bibliographic records.

From the vantage point of this reviewer, there are two issues relating to CONSER that will require resolution in the near future. One matter concerns those CONSER participants who have become members of the Research Libraries Group and who are no longer entering their serials records into the OCLC database. This issue, perhaps more than any other, underscores the need for continued efforts in the area of bibliographic utility and network linkage. Another area of concern is that the number of libraries accepted as CONSER participants is still quite small. The possibility of widening the membership to include libraries that have specialized collections but yet are outside the elite core needs to be explored. The benefits to be afforded the serials world would be great, and there are many who believe it can be done without jeopardizing the quality of the CONSER database.

STANDARDIZATION AND AUTOMATION DEVELOPMENTS IN BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL OF SERIALS

In a time when cooperative efforts in bibliographic control of serials are being explored and pursued at the international level, it is somewhat ironic to recall that we have not always provided to the rest of the world a worthy role model for cooperation on a regional or national basis. An example of this type of dilemma (and a logically brilliant resolution to it) is described in an article by Linda Bartley, § former head of the National Serials Data Program (NSDP). Development and use of the international standard serial number (ISSN) was intended to provide a simple but accurate unique identifier for each manifestation of a serial title. In-
dependent of, and probably oblivious to, this effort, the United States Postal Service (USPS) was developing and fostering the use of its own six-digit publication number system for all periodicals mailed at second-class or controlled-circulation rates. Bartley describes the implementation of the now functioning cooperative program between NSDP and the USPS to have the ISSN used as the official USPS identification number. Her article is interesting for the attention given to the sometimes unforeseen benefits that resulted from the program, such as increased publisher awareness of the ISSN, as well as improvement of the quality-control aspects of USPS records and the CONSER database.

The directors of the International Serials Data System (ISDS) centers held their seventh meeting in Paris in October 1981. Much to the disappointment of those closely involved with ISDS, as well as to the rest of the serials world, the perennially promised revised Guidelines for ISDS were not completed. In addition to publication of the revised guidelines, work on which has continued for four years, publication of a compendium of ISDS conventions and practices of interest to users of ISDS publications and services is also planned. At this meeting compatibility of ISDS and International Standard Bibliographic Description for Serials (ISBD(S)) manuals of standard practice was discussed. The directors adopted a resolution calling for synchronization of ISDS and ISBD(S) practices to the extent possible. Dorothy Anderson, director of the IFLA Office for Universal Bibliographic Control, agreed to draft a paper detailing areas requiring reconciliation (Seventh, p.7).

Another development related to ISBD centered on the International Standard Bibliographic Description for Component Parts (ISBD(CP)), a standard for component parts (formerly called “analytics”). This standard provides requirements for the description and identification of works contained in a serial or in a work for which another comprehensive bibliographic description has been made. A report on the draft version of ISBD(CP) was made at the annual IFLA conference in Leipzig, a good description of which has been made available (ISBD(CP), p.15).

Activities within the American National Standards Institute’s (ANSI) Z39 subcommittees focused on several standards related to serials. The efforts of the few dedicated, unremunerated professionals who devote countless hours to the production of these standards have not been sufficiently appreciated in certain instances. Critics of ANSI standards generally harp on two issues: that the standards are voluntary and cannot be enforced, and that the non-U.S. library community especially has not embraced many of the ANSI standards. Both of these criticisms, though containing some elements of truth, are rapidly becoming moot points. Adoption of some standards, for example the one for serials holdings statements at the summary level, is required as part of participation in certain bibliographic utility union listing systems. Regarding non-U.S. adherence to ANSI standards, it is only a matter of time before the American standards will be used as a basis for creation of international standards by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO); movement in this direction is already apparent.

The standard for format and arrangement of periodicals, Z39.1-1977,
is currently undergoing another revision (Z39, p.211). This revision points up an important feature of all standards—that in order to be continually useful, standards must be dynamic and held up for scrutiny, rather than remaining as static documents. The ANSI standard for summary holdings statements (Z39.42-1980) has been used in the U.S. since 1979, actually prior to formal approval of the standard. ALA’s RTSD Serials Section Committee to Study Serial Records discussed some problems concerning interpretation and implementation of the standard at one of its meetings in 1981. Particular concerns were raised with regard to microform holdings, “nongap breaks,” and monographic series (Section, p.15). One article describes the approach of some of the institutions in the Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN), which is essentially to reject the standard. Of ninety institutions cataloging serials in the RLIN database, only one was entering holdings according to the ANSI-specified format. The author explains this by saying that “the conventions [in the ANSI standard] . . . are anything but easy to read and remember. It is evidently much easier for users to cope with a less restrictive method of expressing serials holdings” (Bales, p.73).

The Serials Section Policy and Research Committee meetings at San Francisco included reports on Z39 Subcommittee E (detailed holdings statements) and Subcommittee F (serial publication patterns). The detailed holdings statement draft was entering its third revision at the end of 1981, and Subcommittee F recommended that it be dissolved since any standard produced on publication patterns might be too complicated to use!

A program held in San Francisco, entitled “Technical Standards: The Good, the Bad and the Missing,” offered many ideas pertinent to the development of standards for serials. One recommendation that emerged for development of a missing standard, a MARC communications format for serials holdings, had received considerable attention by the end of the year. First, Ulukar offered his thoughts on the need for speedy development of this standard. His reasons are based on this premise: “The urgency of the need for the standard is due to the rapid spread of computerized library systems. The users of these systems may invest a great amount of time and money to enter holdings data, which, in a few years, might be useless and unsalvageable” (Ulukar, p.35). Second, at year’s end the Library of Congress and eight southeastern U.S. research libraries began work on development of a MARC format for exchange of holdings information in machine-readable form. According to Ulukar, this standard should have been developed before and not after the two ANSI standards relating to serials holdings; only time will tell if the “better late than never” adage will hold true in this instance.

Several automation developments related to serials activities deserve brief mention here. Universal Serials & Book Exchange (USBE) finally made a portion of its records of the vast warehouse of back-issue periodicals available online through Bibliographic Retrieval Services (BRS). Ten thousand of the most-in-demand titles can be searched and ordered online using a variety of retrieval access points and the message switching capability offered by BRS. Specific holdings, of course, are not listed
in the database due to the moment-by-moment fluidity of USBE’s collection. A microfiche list of the 10,000 titles is also available for purchase by those libraries not linked to BRS’ online services. The F. W. Faxon Company, one of the largest and most technically advanced subscription agencies in the world, began marketing its LINX system in 1981. The system offers online check-in capabilities plus access to other Faxon files of bibliographic records and financial and publisher information. Management reports for serials can be supplied in a variety of configurations. Probably the most attractive feature of this system is the automatic claiming function for missing issues of titles which the library orders through Faxon (LINXLetter, p.2). The California Library Authority for Systems and Services (CLASS) announced availability of Checkmate, its microcomputer-based serials control system designed for small- to medium-sized library collections. It includes check-in, claiming, routing, accounting, title and subject listing, and subscription expiration alerting functions (Online serials control, p.510).

Several issues need to be raised with regard to the selection of vendor-produced versus bibliographic network serials systems. The choice of a serials system, whether it be for acquisitions or inventory control, needs to be balanced against other activities, such as cataloging, monographic acquisitions, or circulation, that are automated or in the process of being automated. While some recently available serials systems appear to offer especially unique and attractive features not offered elsewhere, consideration must be given to the costs and efficiency of choosing independent, unlinked systems as well as to the question of patron access to and use of a variety of computerized systems. It is hoped that articles or meetings addressing these topics will be forthcoming.

The proceedings of two conferences held in 1980 on serials automation were published in 1981. The first conference, sponsored by the Library and Information Technology Association of ALA, was reported on by Glasby in the LRTS review of serials for 1980 (Glasby, p.314). These proceedings reproduce all of the presentations from that conference with the addition of an appendix describing nine vendor, university-produced, and network systems for serials control (Serials Automation). Four of the systems described are from the transcripts of the panel discussions at the conference, and five more have been added for these published proceedings. A very thorough annotated bibliography on items concerning the theme of the institute has also been included. The book is best used as a state-of-the-art review text for serials automation in the United States. Another conference on serials automation was held on the opposite side of the Atlantic, in Cardiff, Wales, by the UK Serials Group. This monograph provides information, not readily available elsewhere, on automation activities of the British Library Reference Division and Lending Division as well as BLAISE, an online system of the Bibliographic Services Division. Agreements reached with the Library of Congress concerning exchange of bibliographic information are also described. Union listing activities in Great Britain and local systems development round out the range of topics presented (Automation). These two monographs would be very useful as background or dis-
cussion texts in library school courses on serials or automation. Taken
together they represent a useful, though necessarily limited in scope,
overview of serials automation at the beginning of the 1980s. It's worth
noting that it has been about ten years since the appearance of compar-
able publications: Verity's Automated Serial Records in 1969 and IBM's

UNION LISTING ACTIVITIES

Union listing activities to facilitate resource sharing, once thought to
be the drudge work of serials, have blossomed and taken on a new per-
sonality in recent years. What accounts for this apparently sudden shift
in attention and priorities? There are two reasons that may entirely ex-
plain this phenomenon: inflation and advanced computer technologies.
The realities of steadily increasing serials costs, set against the backdop
of inflation-racked library materials budgets, have fostered the forma-
tion of union list groups; similarly, developments in online technology
have facilitated the sharing of bibliographic and holdings information
for serials, whether it be for the purpose of interlibrary loan or cooper-
avtive acquisitions programs. While there are many successful, ongoing
union list projects nationwide, only recent developments in this area will
be discussed here.

Toward the end of 1981 OCLC reported that there were more than
five hundred libraries utilizing its union listing capability, a spin-off fea-
ture of the serials control subsystem used for check-in (Online Union
Listing, p.3). Users add local data records for their holdings according to
the ANSI standard for summary holdings statements. The subsystem
now also permits public display of union listings to any library author-
ized on the serials control subsystem; previously, holdings were only ac-
cessible by the inputting library. Benefits of OCLC's online listing sys-
tem include instant updating capability, extra usefulness for the
interlibrary loan subsystem with holdings added to the record, and off-
line products from the system. F. W. Faxon also announced the avail-
ability of its data-processing facilities and databases to library groups in-
terested in compilation of union lists (Faxon, p.82).

Two simultaneous projects are currently under way, one on a national
level, the other international, which will certainly do as much to further
the cause of union listing as the online capability to share bibliographic
information has done. On the national level, a set of guidelines for com-
piling union lists of serials is being drafted by the ALA RTSD Serials
Section Ad Hoc Committee on Union Lists of Serials; the first draft of
this work was made available in January 1982 (Compiling). The com-
mittee was created in 1980 for the express purpose of soliciting and pub-
lishing (in ALA's Guidelines series) information on the creation, produc-
tion, and maintenance of union lists of serials. The first draft is indeed a
very workable document, covering all aspects of union listing activities,
from duties involved in project administration to scope of coverage to
bibliographic conventions. The draft as it now stands would serve as an
immensely useful source of assistance to any group embarking on a un-
ion list project. However, serious revision of the document should be un-
dertaken to improve the organization and format of the information. In this reviewer's opinion, all of the necessary information has been included, but it is somewhat difficult to locate a specific item or topic. A detailed index should also be included.

The international effort is taking place under the auspices of IFLA and is being funded by UNESCO. Jean Whiffin, head of the Serials Division at the University of Victoria (British Columbia) Library and a member of the IFLA Standing Committee on Serial Publications, accepted the contract to do the research for and write the first draft of Guidelines for Union Catalogues of Serials. Her document, presented to IFLA's Section on Serial Publications in Leipzig in August 1981, is three times larger than the ALA work, and the nature of its presentation is markedly different. Although a comparison of the two tables of contents suggests coverage of many of the same areas, Whiffin's draft is vastly more detailed and replete with rationale and justifications for every recommendation. At the time the draft was submitted in Leipzig, Whiffin also proposed twenty recommendations relating to this project (Recommendations). Some of these recommendations include: urging the section to pursue creation of ISO standards for serials holdings statements at the summarized condensed level and for institutional identification codes; setting up a special study group to pursue improvements needed in multinational cataloging codes and in the ISDS Guidelines related to newspapers and micrographic or other reproductions of serials; and asking UNESCO to fund creation of a serials union catalog in a developing country for the purpose of testing the validity of the IFLA Guidelines for use in developing countries. With regard to standards for holdings statements, it is interesting to note that Whiffin neglects to mention even the existence of the 1980 ANSI standard (Whiffin, p.28), while ALA's document merely mentions it as an alternative, but offers other suggestions in format as well (Compiling, p.16).

In truth the ALA draft and Whiffin's opus cannot really be compared. The ALA draft supports its subtitle, A Guideline, by stating in the introduction: "It is not a standard on creating, producing, or maintaining union lists. The Committee . . . does not have the authority to set standards. The information in this document is descriptive rather than prescriptive" (Compiling, p.1). Therein lies the essential difference between the two documents. Whiffin and IFLA have attempted to promulgate the establishment of an international standard under the rubric of guidelines. It is an idealistic document covering all possible bases, and only time will tell if it is workable as well.

**ECONOMICS, RESOURCES, AND DOCUMENT DELIVERY SYSTEMS**

**ECONOMICS**

It will come as no surprise to anyone that in 1981 periodical prices for United States titles rose an average of 13.3 percent over the 1980 prices. The annual Library Journal survey, charting the average subscription price at $39.13, merely serves as documentable confirmation of an alarmingly apparent phenomenon in the acquisition of serials (Brown,
p.1387). Although physics and chemistry average prices retained their number one ranking for two years, with a high of $156.30 average price for 1981, it is sadly ironic to note that library science titles had the highest percentage of increase, 22.5, in 1981 (Brown, p.1388). Serial services, essentially abstracting and indexing titles, showed a 13.2 percent increase in 1981.

In order to put these annual surveys into a more meaningful perspective, a study was performed in which the price increases were compared to the inflation rate for a twelve-year period from 1967-1979 (Kronenfeld). The inflation rate was based on the Cumulative Price Index (CPI) developed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The study attempted to examine the premise that journal prices are rising at a faster rate than is justified by inflation or to which libraries can adjust. The conclusions of the study are quite startling, even to the by-now-jaded serialist: while the dollar in 1979 bought less than half of that possible in 1967, the inflationary impact on journal acquisition dollars was even worse. With the same acquisitions budget in 1979 as in 1967, a library was able to purchase only 29 percent of the periodicals it could have in 1967. Even with an acquisitions budget that increased at the same rate as inflation, a library's purchasing power severely declined. The bottom line shows that "a large academic library which subscribed to a broad range of journals and whose acquisitions budget has increased between 1967 and 1979 at the general rate of inflation, would be able to purchase only 62 percent of the journals it could have purchased 12 years earlier" (Kronenfeld, p.716). This study serves to fulfill one of the authors' objectives quite effectively, that of providing still another weapon in our arsenal of justifications for increasing acquisitions budgets.

Another aspect of journal pricing structures is highlighted in an editorial by the editor of Science (Abelson, p.393). He points out that prior to World War II, journals published by scientific societies in the U.S. received most of their financial support from members. Now the burden has shifted largely to libraries. Abelson acknowledges that libraries have found it necessary to cut services and monograph purchases to maintain serials collections, but that they are now canceling subscriptions. His concern centers on the fact that if libraries cannot be relied upon as the major support for scientific journals, the future of scholarly scientific publishing will be jeopardized. He suggests more and increased page charges to authors as a means of increasing revenues, federal support of scientific publishing, and increasing individual membership fees that include subscriptions. Activists in serial librarianship should encourage and pursue further remedies of this type from the publishing world; we cannot mount the battle to fight rising journal costs alone. United we stand... a chance.

To what extent has the availability of online databases affected the cancellation of subscriptions to the equivalent printed abstracting and indexing sources? A survey was conducted of 200 academic and special libraries to examine this question (Lancaster). Apparently, decisions to cancel subscriptions to printed A & I services were only partially or not at all influenced by online access. Rising costs of subscriptions seemed to
be more of a factor. The study pointed out that newly formed libraries tend to skip acquisition of printed tools and rely mainly on online access, while in academic libraries, the realization that online services need mediation appears to be a barrier to cancellation of printed tools.

RESOURCES

One author suggests that because academic libraries devote so much attention and the largest percentage of the serials budget to maintenance of a core collection, some types of publications may be neglected in the collection development process, notably “little magazines” (Budd). Their value, aside from publishing works of artistic merit, lies in providing primary source material for the creative writing field. Although the costs are generally low for this category of material, Budd suggests that a small portion of the budget should be set aside to acquire them, or that Friends groups be asked to contribute. He also provides a list of useful selection tools.

Increased interest in publications and resources of Third World or developing countries was evident in 1981. Reasons for this interest might be that developing nations are assuming a more significant role in world affairs and that most of these countries have shown a substantial increase in publishing over the past few years. Though interest in these materials is high, efforts to acquire them may not always prove successful. Descriptions of alternative methods of acquisitions and announcements of resources useful to collection development efforts for these materials are always welcome additions to the currently scant amount of information available. One such example is Yu's study of exchange activities between American academic and research libraries and libraries in Hong Kong and Taiwan. Through her survey she learned that exchange was often the only method of acquiring some types of material not otherwise for sale. Problems identified in exchange activities were political problems, mail delivery inconsistencies, short print runs that result in materials going out of print quickly, and lack of money for postage in the Asian libraries.

Directories of materials that are not easily identified prove essential for certain types of collections. The Library of Congress issued a guide to its Arab world newspaper collection listing 575 entries with holdings (Library). The guide includes newspapers published in Arab countries as well as those published outside the Arab world in Arabic scripts. At a time when all the world's attention is focused on this particular geographical area, resources such as this one are invaluable. Although Japan is not in the category of developing countries, announcement of a Japanese scientific periodicals directory should be of interest to anyone involved with scientific collections (Japan, p.42). Published by the National Diet Library, and containing almost nine thousand titles, the directory is a comprehensive work that can be used by those with no understanding of Japanese because translations in English have been provided.

Finally, publication of periodicals and newspapers in the People's Republic of China has increased dramatically in recent years (Increases,
Discrepancies are reported, however, in the total number being published and in the numbers available for domestic or international distribution.

**ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DELIVERY**

The most exciting news related to serials, at least in this reviewer’s judgment, is that many of the pie-in-the-sky projections regarding the electronic journal and systems of document delivery are beginning to enter into the developmental stages. Events in these areas have more potential for altering, and indeed radically changing, the nature of serials librarianship as we now know it than practically any others of which I am aware. These developments also are being closely watched by publishers, scholars, and other types of information packagers—all of whom will be increasingly affected by technological advancements in this area.

Americans need to remain aware of events in Europe to keep abreast of the latest activities in this field. The Commission of the European Communities has installed Euronet/DIANE (Direct Information Access Network for Europe), which provides online access to major bibliographic databases (Electronic Document Delivery). It is now studying the possibility of a complementary service, an automated document delivery system, ARTEMIS (Automatic Retrieval of Text from Europe’s Multinational Information Service). The proceedings of a workshop held on this topic in Luxembourg in December 1980 were published in June 1981 by the Commission of the European Communities (Electronic Document Delivery II).

In Great Britain the British Library has given grants to Birmingham and Loughborough universities for a project to create an electronic journal. The main objective of the project will be to assess its cost, and its effectiveness and impact, especially from the user’s viewpoint. Articles within this electronic journal will be refereed, edited, and used online (UK Tests). BLEND (Birmingham Loughborough Electronic Network Development) is discussed in more detail in an article that analyzes two phenomena: the electronic journal in a communication network, and the development of conventional journals using electronic means (Singleton). This scholarly treatise presents an excellent overview of the issues involved in electronic journals such as barriers to access to information by authors and by users. Singleton is clearly enthusiastic when he says, “The most important practical development in this field, however, is the proposal by three large European commercial publishers to provide a full-text store of journal articles on optical video disk. This store would then be at the disposal of the BLLD for retrieval of hard-copy versions of articles which could then, in the early stages at least, be transmitted to users by mail in the normal way” (Singleton, p.15).

The development to which he refers, a project called ADONIS, has been expanded to include initially six publishers, who together publish about fifteen hundred scientific, technical, and medical journals. In addition to the British Library Lending Division (BLLD), other possible document fulfillment centers are being explored in the U.S. and Japan. The participating publishers would be paid a usage fee each time one
of its articles is requested (ADONIS).

ADONIS, ARTEMIS, and DIANE represent a triad of projects, which, when grouped together as a movement, are fascinating thrusts into the future of scholarly dissemination of information.

**Organization of Serials Departments**

Serials librarians’ continuing interest in the organizational structures of their departments and the tasks carried out therein is a symbol of the sometimes nebulous role that serials work plays in libraries. (Or is it the other way around?) Following up on Collver’s 1980 article on the organization of serials departments in university libraries, Stine surveyed forty-seven ARL medium-sized research libraries to determine the extent of integration of serials-related activities within one department, the variety of tasks that are handled, and the number and level of personnel assigned these tasks. She concludes that most of the responding libraries did have their positions classified appropriately when the level of the positions was compared to the level of difficulty of the tasks assigned (Stine [b], p.86). Serials cataloging proved to be the area with the widest variation in level and number of positions, while receiving duties (check-in/claiming) revealed a discrepancy between difficulty of the tasks and classification level of the position.

Reference responsibilities for the serials collection often fall to the serials department, especially in academic libraries. Grochmal looks at the well-known complexities of serials reference work, but she highlights the fact that poor service often results from inadequately trained staff (usually students) who are working beyond their training or abilities. “Most important for the user is the person he or she encounters, if anyone, and many times the serials system is programmed for failure because of the choice of person who interacts with the user” (Grochmal, p.403). She recommends professional monitoring of serials reference services and suggests methods for training and evaluating student personnel.

McKinley continues the process of navel-contemplation which occupied many of the ALA’s serials section meetings over the past two years. She presents the pros and cons of decentralizing or disbanding serials departments, predictably choosing form over function (McKinley [b]). She focuses a great deal of attention on communication systems and networks, especially the informal ones that arise from necessity when functions have been decentralized.

**Miscellanea and Epilogue**

Reviews of Andrew Osborn’s third edition of Serials Publications (Chicago, 1980) appeared in most of the usual reviewing sources in 1981. His work continues to be the standard text for gaining a total picture of serials librarianship problems. Though experienced serials librarians will find its usefulness limited, it can still be recommended, in conjunction with a broader body of literature, to beginners in the field and to library school students. An annual update to ALA’s First Annual Bibliography of Articles and Monographs on Serials was published in Serials Review. Intended to become a regular feature, this update covers the period May 1980
through April 1981 and includes annotated citations which “best serve the needs of library school students doing research projects on topics related to serials” (Linkins, p.105). The annual bibliography will serve as a convenient tool to be consulted by serials librarians each year, also.

Melin's recapitulation of events that have led to the current state of the art in serials is an interesting piece written from the point of view of a very active serialist. While her comments are essentially addressed to subscription agents, many of her points present departures from the usual approach taken in overviews. For example, she implores subscription agencies “to be knowledgeable . . . to figure out a way to tell us what is happening . . . to bring us together” (Melin, p.82).

There is no doubt that developments in all areas related to serials librarianship over the next several years will broaden the scope of our specialization in ways just beginning to be identified and as yet not conceived. This era challenges us to explore barely charted roads and even to break new ground in pursuit of innovative solutions to our problems. It is reasonable, then, to look to an international library organization for some guidance in these matters. IFLA's Draft Medium-Term Programme 1981-1985 for its Section on Serial Publications does not meet that need, however. In spite of the fact that the stated program is supposed to have “special relevance to the needs of developing countries,” it is a limited and disappointing menu (IFLA, p.25-26). The vision and farsightedness we have been led to expect from IFLA is noticeably lacking in this document.

Finally, bouquets and brickbats must be thrown at two library science journals, which in reaching the decisions they did, serve to illustrate the oldest serials parable: plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose. The IFLA Office for UBC, publisher of the periodical International Cataloguing, stated that it was “aware that this title does not indicate adequately the scope of the journal, but as there is no guarantee that a change would improve the situation and, as no librarian can support an unforced change of serial title, it was agreed in Leipzig in 1981 (as it had been in 1974) that the title would remain unaltered” (The Title, p.37). JOLA (Journal of Library Automation), however, defiantly announced it would change its title to Information Technology and Libraries effective March 1982 (Editor's, p.149). Surely this title change is a prime candidate for the RTSD annual Snake-in-the-Grass title change award!
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Micrographics, Reprography, and Graphic Communications in 1981

William Saffady and Rhoda Garoogian

This year's article reviews activities in the field of micrographics and reprography, broadly interpreted, as in past years, to include such video-oriented document recording and transmission devices and methodologies as videodiscs and facsimile. This review is not comprehensive, but rather attempts to highlight some of the most important product developments and publications of 1981.

Videodiscs

As in 1980, the potential of videodiscs attracted the lion's share of attention among persons following technological and application developments in the field of graphic communications during 1981. Yet actual accomplishments lagged well behind anticipation, and available products continued to emphasize entertainment rather than information storage and retrieval applications. Pioneer and Magnavox continued to market players for the laser-oriented optical videodisc (OVD) in consumer applications, as did DiscoVision Associates and Sony in industrial applications. Magnavox introduced a remote control option as an enhancement to its videodisc player, thereby bringing it into line with capabilities offered by U.S. Pioneer. New Media Graphics Corporation introduced a device that links the DiscoVision model PR7810 industrial videodisc player to a computer through a standard RS-232C interface. DiscoVision itself introduced its model PR7820-2, a microprocessor-controlled video disc that can be directly connected to a remote computer. The most important development, however, was RCA's announcement of its Selectavision Capacitance Electronic Disc (CED) System, which uses a stylus to read information contained in the prerecorded grooves of a twelve-inch disc. Following the RCA announcement, CED disc players were introduced by Elmo, Zenith, Hitachi, Toshiba, Sanyo, Radio Shack, and Montgomery Ward. While RCA likewise announced the availability of about one hundred prerecorded
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disc titles, the amount of prerecorded software available for both the optical and CED disc systems remains disappointingly small. The limited availability of prerecorded software—which, in the absence of direct recording capability, is essential to the acceptance of videodisc technology—was a primary contributor to the disappointing sales experienced by videodisc systems during 1981. RCA reported a 1981 loss of $106.8 million associated with the Selectavision system, and, by the year's end, CED players could be purchased for as little as $299, a substantial reduction when compared to the suggested retail price of $499 at the start of the year. While statistics are unavailable, optical videodisc systems apparently fared little better. Optical videodisc players, which retailed for approximately $800 at the start of the year, could be purchased for less than $600 at Christmas time. In early 1982, DiscoVision Associates, the joint venture of IBM and MCA Communications that manufactured prerecorded optical videodiscs as well as industrial optical videodisc players, was disbanded, leaving the manufacturing of prerecorded videodiscs to Pioneer, a Japanese company. In the meantime, the JVC Company, a subsidiary of the Japanese electronics firm Matsushita, deferred the introduction of its Video High-Density (VHD) videodisc system, which was previously announced for availability in mid-1981. The VHD format is incompatible with the optical videodisc and CED formats and will face the same limitations with respect to prewritten software.

Despite this disappointing reception in consumer applications, a number of information management specialists continue to view the optical videodisc as a potential alternative to microforms, although much confusion exists regarding the current applicability of optical videodisc technology to problems of document storage and retrieval. Optical videodiscs can store the equivalent of about fifty thousand video frames per side, and, to convey the information storage capabilities of videodiscs dramatically, several observers have noted that the entire Encyclopedia Britannica could be recorded on a single videodisc. Evidently carried away by this enthusiasm, Maruskin, in a book on OCLC, reported incorrectly that such a disc is currently available.\(^1\) Aréth Publishing did, however, demonstrate an experimental twenty-minute videodisc version of its *Academic American Encyclopaedia*, combining still frames, moving pictures, and sound. The current limitations of optical recording technologies are reviewed in an excellent article by Brody, which describes the various research and development activities designed to produce optical videodisc systems for the storage of documents and data.\(^2\) The Brody article discusses the much-publicized Direct-Read After Write (DRAW) optical disc, which permits the direct recording of documents or data without the time-consuming and expensive mastering process associated with the production of optical videodiscs for consumer applications. Videodisc technology and the potential DRAW discs were likewise reviewed in a paper by Ford and Meyer, delivered at the 1981 National Online Conference.\(^3\) Optical disc technology and its potential for document storage and retrieval were discussed in a report by Barrett\(^4\) for the National Reprographic Centre for documentation (NRCd), and
in an article by Walter,\(^5\) prepared under the auspices of the National Micrographics Association's C13 Standards Committee on the Electronic Storage, Transfer, and Reproduction of Reduced Document Images. While published in early 1982, the Walter article reflects work performed in 1981. Walter is also preparing a book-length study of optical recording technology which will be published by the National Micrographics Association in mid-1982. The above sources note the limitations of conventional television technology in document-recording applications, indicating that the use of optical videodiscs as an alternative to microforms or paper documents will require high-resolution recording formats and graphics display terminals. Available consumer and industrial videodisc systems, however, conform to the low-resolution recording standards encountered in conventional television systems. Schipma,\(^6\) whose previous works have emphasized the developmental character of videodisc technology in document storage applications, described a system for the storage and display of textual material using standard television technology. The system requires the reformatting of printed or typed text and records a typical page on an average of 5.3 videodisc frames.

Resolution characteristics that limit the application of conventional videodisc technology to the storage and retrieval of textual information are less constraining in applications involving graphic information, and several products and applications reported in 1981 are of special interest to libraries. Pergamon Press, for example, announced the availability of a system for the storage of patent drawings on optical videodiscs, and Dartmouth College received a $200,000 grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation to explore the potential of videodisc technology in various educational and instructional applications. Dartmouth will reportedly develop interactive videodisc recordings of items in its permanent art collection, and will explore the possibility of recording the journal *Cell Motility* and the *World Book Encyclopedia* on optical videodiscs. Mole\(^7\) discussed a pilot project to explore the feasibility of using videodiscs to store graphic and nongraphic documents at the Public Archives of Canada. Sustik described the use of an interactive, computer-controlled videodisc as an alternative to the traditional slide library at the University of Iowa.\(^8\) A useful videodisc bibliography, which contains reports of similar applications, is a continuing feature in the *Videodisc/Videotext Magazine* (formerly *Vidzodisc/Teletext*), published by Meckler Publishing.\(^9\) A glossary by Pettipas and Paris attempts to eliminate some of the confusion associated with terminology used to describe videodiscs and related technologies.\(^10\)

Despite the attention given to the information storage and retrieval potential of videodisc technology, micrographics remains the reprographic technology of choice for the storage of document images. As in the previous year, 1981 saw the introduction of several interesting products designed to support the so-called computer/micrographics interface. DatagraphiX, for example, introduced its 4590 COM recorder as the top-of-the-line model in its popular 4500 series. It is a minicomputer-controlled device that features a Winchester-type hard disc for the online
storage of job parameters and related data. The same vendor also expanded its activities into the paper output market with the introduction of a xerographic printer, the model 9825, which is capable of operating at speeds up to 21,000 lines per minute. NCR Corporation also announced a minicomputer-controlled COM recorder with a hard disc, the 5330, which, like other NCR COM devices, is a recorder/processor that produces fully developed microfiche. Bell and Howell introduced the 3900, a high-speed addition to its line of CRT-type COM recorders. The 3M Company announced a channel control unit for its 700 series COM recorders, which permits the devices to operate both online and offline to a computer main frame.

Several vendors introduced turnkey computer-assisted retrieval (CAR) systems or selected additional components for use in CAR systems introduced in previous years. Metropolitan Microforms, for example, announced its MCAR system, a microcomputer-based configuration that utilizes micrographics cameras and reader/printers manufactured by Minolta. The Bruning Division of AM International announced a turnkey system, the AM Navigator, to operate with its models 95 and 96 microfiche retrieval units, but following the announcement of substantial corporate financial losses, AM International sold the Bruning Division, and the future of the Navigator system is uncertain.

Eastman Kodak experienced similar difficulties with a prewritten CAR software package designed to run on the IBM 5120 series of microcomputers in conjunction with the Kodak IMT-100 and IMT-150 retrieval units. Shortly after the package became available, IBM announced its widely advertised personal computer, and the 5120 all but dropped from active marketing status. The 3M Company, which has lost some market strength in the area of blip-counting reader/printers to the Kodak IMT units, announced its 6000 Page Search, a microprocessor-controlled device with capabilities similar to the IMT. Visual Systems, which markets the popular VISCO Controller, a microprocessor-based blip-counting device, designed for attachment to the conventional reader/printers of other manufacturers, announced a model capable of online operation in CAR systems. Microform Data Systems announced its CARMS/II, an enhanced version of a computer-assisted retrieval system for the selection of document images stored on ultrastrips.

Following the lead of Planning Research Corporation and Teknikron Controls, several vendors introduced micro-facsimile products designed to link computer-assisted retrieval systems with image digitizers for the video transmission of microform images to remote monitors and/or printers. In late 1981, Teknikron announced its ADMIN system, the latest in its line of sophisticated document retrieval and transmission systems. It offers users the option of storing documents on optical discs in addition to microforms. Access Corporation introduced its 2010 system, which utilizes the Access System M high-capacity, random-access storage unit for microfiche or other flat microforms linked to a conveyor belt that delivers retrieved microforms to an image digitizer, a high-speed duplicator, or other peripheral devices. Ragen Information Systems announced the Ragen 1010, an enhanced version of the Ragen 95 that
combines computer-assisted retrieval and automatic cartridge selection with the digitization of specified images and their transmission to a specially constructed work station where a temporary electrostatic paper copy is printed for the operator's inspection. If the operator wants a permanent copy, the powdered toner that forms the image is fused to the paper; otherwise, the toner is erased and the paper can be reused. Terminal Data Corporation announced its VideoMate VMT-2000, a 2200-line, high-resolution CRT terminal for the display of transmitted document images and computer graphics as well as conventional alphanumeric data. The same company also announced its DocuScan image digitizer, a modified version of its popular DocuMate III automatic feed microfilmer.

Among conventional source document microfilmers, the 3M Company introduced its EF 5000, a microprocessor-controlled variant of its 3401 rotary camera which features multilevel blip-encoding capability. Kodak likewise introduced its Starfile RV-3 microfilmer, an improved version of the RV-2 model, which features higher resolution and can be optionally equipped with an interface to a terminal for use in CAR indexing systems. Minolta began selling its Auto 16 planetary camera, which was previously sold in the United States by Bell and Howell. Motion Technology announced a 16mm rotary camera that produces film for eventual reformattin into standard microfiche. Fuji announced its MICLE 1200, a camera/processor that produces fully developed strips of 16mm microfilm for insertion into microfilm jackets. Dietzgen introduced its "Big D" step-and-repeat camera for the recording of engineering drawings, newspapers, and other large documents on 42X microfiche.

In 1981 there was a further elaboration of the tendency toward the development of so-called families of microform readers, consisting of a line of related products that share certain components and design attributes but differ in screen size, microforms accepted, and other characteristics that influence the suitability of a given reader for a particular application. The number of specific models in a given reader family varies from as few as two recently introduced in the NCR 4601 series to as many as ten in the Micron Series 700 product line. As in past years, the reader marketplace remained dominated by devices for microfiche and other flat microforms, and new desk-top fiche readers were introduced by such companies as Micron, Micro Design, Realist, Northwest Microfilm, DatagraphiX, Cordell, and Topper Micrographics. Several vendors introduced portable readers of innovative design. Intercap and Topper both announced lap-style portable fiche readers, the latter introducing a dual lens model, the Dual Eighty, for the 80 percent magnification of 24X source documents and the 50 percent magnification of 42X COM-generated images. Information Design began marketing a cube-shaped portable reader. For micropublishing applications aimed at technicians, Realist and Visidyne both introduced portable readers with compartments for tools and repair supplies. Micro Design and Topper Micrographics introduced palm-size microfiche readers with very small screens, which are designed as a hand-held alternative to monocular
MicrographiX introduced its DeskMATE, a space-saving microfiche reader designed for installation inside a desk drawer.

Micro Design, a division of Bell and Howell, introduced an electrofax process reader/printer that differs from most available models in using a dry toner. The same device will be marketed to libraries by Bell and Howell's Micro Photo Division. Canon introduced several additional models in its NP-Matic line of reader/printers, all of which are based on the Canon line of plain-paper office copiers. Xerox introduced a coin-operated attachment for its model 740 microfiche reader/printer, which, like the Canon models, uses plain paper. The 3M Company announced a dual fiche version of its popular model 800 dry silver reader/printer. National Microsales introduced a prototype model of its Pageflo enlarger/printer for 16mm- and 35mm-roll microfilm. It will compete with the Dybell/Ware Systems 35 Autoprint in filling a void left by the demise of the Xerox Copyflo in the early 1970s. Among devices for use with aperture cards, the 3M Company introduced its model 618 enlarger/printer, a plain-paper device that employs the same printing technology as the popular 3M Quantomatic. Imtec announced several printing devices for engineering applications, including the IMS 105 reader/printer, which is designed for 105mm full-frame microfiche, and the Al Mark 2 enlarger/printer, one of the few available devices capable of making full-size prints of D-size drawings. These devices may prove of interest to technical libraries charged with responsibility for the maintenance of archival drawing files.

Among microform duplicators, NCR introduced 4202D, a microfiche duplicator noteworthy for its copierlike design. It can produce up to 400 fiche copies per hour and is intended for the first-time COM user. DatagraphiX announced its DataMaster, a microprocessor-controlled duplicator capable of producing up to 1,500 fiche copies per hour. It features a display panel for communication with the operator and is intended for high-volume COM applications. Photomatrix Corporation introduced an automatic fiche stacker for use with its duplicators. Extek introduced its model 2701, a desk-top silver halide duplicator.

Several authors discussed specific aspects of microfilm technology. Especially notable was an excellent article by Wolf discussing the three available updatable microfiche technologies. Updatable fiche systems were likewise treated in an informative unsigned article in Modern Office Procedures. An article by Carden argued for the replacement of 35mm aperture cards by 105mm full-frame microfiche in engineering drawing applications. Goulard discussed the current limitations of color microfiche, noting problems of resolution and fidelity of color reproduction. Grimaldi discussed progress in the development of COM-generated color fiche, suggesting that the limitations noted by Goulard apply primarily to source-document applications. Dealing with a neglected but important topic for the library community, Taylor discussed the manufacturing of acid-free microfiche storage envelopes. In 1981 the customary high number of articles dealt with COM technology. Miller, for example, discussed the selection and installation of a COM system, with special reference to his experience in the banking industry.
alyzed the economic and management advantages of COM as an alternative to paper, using supporting examples of COM applications at the University of Illinois.\textsuperscript{18} Kelley surveyed microform reader manufacturers to determine current trends in the development of micrographics display equipment, noting advances in image quality, light levels, the placement of control, and screen angle as noteworthy features of newer readers, while Farrington, a librarian at the State University of New York at Albany, reviewed criteria for the selection of display equipment for public use applications.\textsuperscript{19} A report by Horder for the National Reprographic Centre for documentation surveyed automated micrographics retrieval systems available in Western Europe.\textsuperscript{20} Costigan reviewed methods of economic analysis in micrographics applications.\textsuperscript{21} Miller discussed current prospects and likely future developments in the field of microfacsimile.\textsuperscript{22}

As in 1980, the relationship of micrographics to so-called office-of-the-future technologies attracted considerable attention during 1981. Books dealing with automated office systems by Saffady, and Kalthoff and Lee, included extensive discussions of micrographics.\textsuperscript{23} An article by Kalthoff examined challenges to the micrographics industry from other technologies, emphasizing the role of micrographics in productivity improvement among white-collar workers.\textsuperscript{24} Productivity improvement was likewise the key theme in articles by Walter, Neary, Lewis, Polak, and Samole.\textsuperscript{25} Maxwell reviewed the role of micrographics, specifically computer-assisted retrieval, in so-called electronic filing systems, while Cheadle discussed the combined use of micrographics and word processing at the U.S. Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service.\textsuperscript{26} The word processor is used to index document images stored on microfiche. Landau reviewed the potential impact of automated office technologies, including micrographics, on libraries.\textsuperscript{27}

**Micrographics**

Among articles dealing specifically with micrographics in library applications, Avedon reviewed the history and benefits of microform use by libraries and also considered the archival qualities of silver gelatin microforms in relation to processing and storage requirements.\textsuperscript{28} Ellison et al. examined the requirements of a regular care-and-maintenance program for active library microform collections, discussing such factors as storage conditions, packaging, handling, cleaning, and repair.\textsuperscript{29} An illustrated book by Boss and Raikes discussed the development of microform reading facilities in libraries.\textsuperscript{30} Cruse discussed the potential of micrographics for cartographic documents and the future of map librarianship, while articles by Samuel and Walsh reviewed the use of microforms for the storage, retrieval, and display of visual materials encountered in art libraries and museums.\textsuperscript{31} Albert analyzed the utility of microforms in cathedral libraries, noting their importance for space saving, security, and simplified dissemination of manuscripts and other library materials.\textsuperscript{32} Keene described the extensive use of microforms in the British Public Records Office, where thirty-three planetary cameras are in current operation.\textsuperscript{33} In a two-part article, Pontius discussed the
public-service aspects of library microform collections. Farrington reviewed important considerations in the decision to convert journal back files to microform, emphasizing the need to develop a microform collection and criteria for title selection as well as the importance of appropriate equipment selection. Marion discussed the conversion of a portion of the journal collection to microform at the University of Minnesota's Physics Library, indicating that few problems of user resistance were encountered. Dealing with a problem familiar to many librarians, Wood described the conversion of twenty drawers of vertical-file materials to microfilm jackets at the Kalamazoo Nature Center for Environmental Education. Baker provides a historical review of micrographics-based preservation activities at the New York Public Library.

Compared to previous years, library literature contained few reports of COM applications. Breedlove reviewed the positive impact of COM-generated statewide union catalogs on resource sharing, citing examples from Maryland and Colorado. The possibility of a multimedia catalog, combining online and COM components, was discussed in articles by Bierman and Chervinko. In an article dealing with a facet of the computer/micrographics interface, McClure discussed the importance of microfiche collections of government documents to librarians searching online databases, emphasizing their potential for improved document delivery services.


In the literature dealing with micropublishing, Teague reviewed micropublishing activity in Great Britain. Bruner likewise surveyed micropublishing activity within the U.S. federal government, while Bell described the advantages of micropublishing for scholarly materials of limited interest. Frank suggested a revival of the text/fiche concept, originated in the 1970s by the University of Chicago Press, in which textual material in paper form is supplemented by photographs or other graphic materials on microfiche. Grills assessed the potential impact of recent copyright legislation on the micropublishing industry, while Bush and Dreyfuss provide a casebook containing materials for the study of the broad problem of copyright protection. Librarians' continuing concern for improved bibliographic control of microforms was reflected in articles by Hyde, Mikita, Niles, and Stebelman.

In the general literature on micrographics applications, Freeman suggested the dissemination of position papers on microfiche as an economical alternative to computer-based teleconferencing. Connor discussed the use of microfiche as an enhanced-print medium for low vision and other visually handicapped students. Roundy discussed the use of microfiche for the storage of medical records, while Reimann advocated the use of microforms as an alternative to the conventional storage of medical X rays. A survey by Wheeler reviewed micrographics activity
in the federal governments of six industrial nations, indicating the need for more-organized development of micrographics applications, training programs, and managerial supervision of micrographics operations.52

**COPIERS AND FACSIMILE**

As in the past several years, Japanese-made equipment continued to account for some of the most interesting developments in these two related product groups. Companies like Toshiba, Canon, Minolta Ricoh, Panasonic, Sharp, and Mita introduced low-cost plain-paper copiers with reduction capabilities, sorters, automatic document feeders, and other features previously associated only with larger, more expensive devices.

As in the past, the literature on copiers during 1981 was limited to product surveys in trade publications, probably the most informative being a review by Hanson that emphasized the falling costs of desk-top plain-paper units.53 He notes that the equivalent of a machine that sold for $12,000 in 1975 could be purchased for less than $3,000 in 1981, with prices projected to fall below $2,000 by 1983.

Facsimile continued to attract users, as sales were bolstered by improved equipment reliability, faster operating speeds, increased adherence to C.C. I.T.T. standards for low-speed analog and high-speed digital equipment, and the general-office interest in electronic mail and message systems. The state of the art was reviewed in articles by Prince, Rivers, Steinbrecher, Kaplan, Niles, and Jordan, as well as in various anonymous surveys in trade publications.54 Voos reviewed the advantages of facsimile for the library community.55 Probably the healthiest sign for the short-term future of facsimile transmission was Wang Laboratories' decision to add facsimile equipment to its line of integrated office systems. In the long run, however, most observers still question the viability of image-oriented technologies such as facsimile, in view of the increasing amount of character-oriented data available in machine-readable form.

**SUMMARY**

In 1981, as in 1980, there was continued discussion of the potential of videodiscs in document storage and retrieval, but little in the way of practical results apart from visual (as opposed to textual) materials. The micrographics industry, on the other hand, introduced new products designed to facilitate the use of microforms, while library and other professional literature reported the advantages of microforms in various types of information storage and retrieval applications. Copier product developments were largely dominated by the announcement of various low-cost plain-paper units from Japan. The Japanese likewise played an important role in the development of facsimile technology, which enjoyed considerably increased market acceptance during 1981.
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Practical Microform Materials for Libraries: Silver, Diazo, Vesicular

Allen B. Veaner

For more than a century, metallic silver imagery created by chemical processes was the sole practical system for publishing text in microform. Although many experimental materials and processes were suggested and attempted in this century, it was not until the 1950s that materials competitive with silver—diazo and vesicular films—became readily available. The distinctions between the three major types are discussed in detail in the author’s The Evaluation of Micropublications. It is not the purpose of this essay to restate that detail but rather to make a few summary remarks on the general question of permanence and durability and to point out some technical and economic facts that govern the choice of microform materials for libraries.

A first principle in this discussion is that the search for a “permanent” material—something that lasts forever—is by definition fruitless: every recording material has its own array of advantages and disadvantages. There are certain reciprocity arrangements or characteristics of recording materials that ultimately relate to the laws of thermodynamics and entropy. Generally, a medium that is easy to record on is also easy to erase; something that is hard to record on but which is reasonably durable also tends to require an expensive and complex technology to apply the data and sometimes an equally costly technology to present the data for reading by people. One author has put the recording dilemma very succinctly: “The ideal optical medium is easy to identify and impossible to produce. Everybody in the field is looking for the same thing—a material that’s infinitely stable but can be recorded on with zero energy.”

This journal is not the place to publish a highly technical treatise on various recording media and processes. The purpose of the above remarks is simply to affirm that in selecting a microform medium, one has to choose alternatives that are (1) least worst and (2) affordable. So let us not fall into the trap of claiming that a given material is the best, more practical, or the most practical. One always must ask: best for what? To
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make choices it is helpful to be armed with facts. Let us survey a few facts concerning the three major types of easily available materials.

**FACTS ABOUT DIAZO FILMS**

Diazot film images are organic dyes. Investigations in England have shown that dyes will fade. Although the keeping qualities of processed diazo films stored in the dark (i.e., unused) have improved greatly in recent years, diazo films that are used—which have a project's light thrown through them for reading purposes—show measurable fading if the image is illuminated for long periods, several hours or more. So right away one can conclude that diazo films would be quite suitable for publishing data that are constantly updated or replaced with new film, and that diazo would be unsuited to research library materials requiring long periods of study or that are intended for indefinitely long retention, e.g., manuscripts or newspapers.

Diazot films can be produced by unskilled labor and therefore are inexpensive for the producer; images in diazo film show less reduction of legibility from scratching than do silver images. There is no standard method of testing a diazo film to see if the image has been properly and fully developed. Diazot film cannot be used in a microfilm camera; it is suitable only for making distribution copies.

**FACTS ABOUT VESICULAR FILMS**

Like diazo, vesicular film is cheap to produce because it does not require skilled labor or complicated equipment. Vesicular film is normally produced on a polyester base that is almost impossible to tear—in marked contrast to acetate-base film, once the only base on which silver film was available. Vesicular film can lose its imagery if subjected to heat in excess of 100° F. Vesicular film is virtually immune from the ravages of water, bacteria, fungi, or air pollution, and like diazo, in respect to image legibility, it is more tolerant of scratches than is silver. Like diazo, vesicular film can only be used to make distribution copies. Vesicular films do not store well with other types of films.

**FACTS ABOUT SILVER FILM**

Silver film is subject to biological attack (bacteria, fungi), chemical attack (air pollution), and water damage (floods). Silver imagery can fade if the film has not been properly processed. To process silver film properly requires complex equipment, complex technology, and highly skilled labor; hence this material is more expensive than the other two products. Properly processed silver imagery is highly resistant to brief exposure to heat. Like vesicular, silver film is also available on strong, thin, tear-resistant polyester base. There are nationally accepted standard test methods to determine whether silver films have been properly processed. Silver films must be stored away from extreme conditions (heat, humidity, dryness, air quality).

**FACTS APPLICABLE TO ALL TYPES OF FILM**

The lasting qualities of any publicly accessible microform materials depend upon (1) training the patron to use the equipment so as not to
damage the material, (2) maintaining the equipment, and (3) storing the materials under reasonably favorable conditions. Like books, microfilms are subject to wear and tear; certain high-use items may have to be replaced from time to time, regardless of film type.

**Fundamental Concerns and the Future**

Fundamentally, the basic questions and problems of microform durability are no different from those that apply to paper. A film type or a paper is generally selected by a publisher for its profit potential, not for its potential durability. As institutions dedicated to preserving civilization's records, libraries face the preservation problem with collective weakness: no quality control over the recording media entering their collections and miniscule financial resources to upgrade their intake through preservation microfilming or to delay deterioration through cold storage.4

Given the mixture of advantages and disadvantages in the three types of film currently available, the library community is turning more and more attention to the bibliographic and technical control of microform masters—the matrices from which distribution copies can be made at will on any type of film.5 These master films are still mainly silver films and will continue to be made by silver processes until some totally new recording system—perhaps large-scale digitization—is easily available.

To assure continuing availability of masters from both the nonprofit and for-profit sectors, some new socio-technical construct may be required. Perhaps what is needed is a kind of “national micrographics trust,” to assure that new masters will be created according to established national standards and that these and all important existing masters will be (1) retained under proper storage conditions, (2) available for copying at reasonable cost, and (3) continually accessible to the public. We do not yet have such a mechanism, and until we do, we shall continue to be addressing the microform preservation problem from the wrong end—the user end. Concurrent with this effort is the need for more research into new recording processes that represent improved compromises between the contradictory aspects of data recording—the durability of the medium versus the ease of modulating (writing on) it.6

**References**

5. See the New York Public Library's Proposal to the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for the Creation of an Automated Data Base of Preservation Microfilming; also note the preservation program of the Research Libraries Group.
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